Op- en afbouw

normal program
day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

outdoor
hour

pitch

hour

pitch

rain program
day

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

performance / show

duration

indoor
performance / show

duration

ACE-K
Japan

http://eisukesaito.com/

He entered into Sori International Circus School(Japan) at the age of 16.
He learned dance acrobatics, and juggling, and ballet and, also, he went to experience to short study
in Estrada Circus College where he graduated.
Started working as a professional performer from after graduation.
He get a high reputation in ingenious acting and character.
He played at the street festival in many countries all over the World and won 7 awards.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Ninja-Man
0:25 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Like a ninja, Eisuke's moves are swift and precise.
His jaw-dropping routine will amaze crowds as
he performs a unique set of acrobatics and juggling and some
of the most insane balloon manipulation ever.
This Japanese sensation is a must-see!

Like a whirlwind
0:15 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Like a ninja, ACE-K's moves are swift and precise.
His jaw-dropping routine will amaze crowds as he performs a
unique set of acrobatics and LED Diabolo and Pixel poi some of
the most insane manipulation ever.
"This Japanese sensation is a must-see!"

normal program
day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

outdoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

22:00 h

3/1 Like a whirlwind

00:15 h

Saturday

08/04/2017

17:00 h
19:30 h
22:00 h

3/1 Ninja-Man
3/1 Ninja-Man
3/1 Like a whirlwind

00:25 h
00:25 h
00:15 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

17:00 h
19:30 h

3/1 Ninja-Man
3/1 Ninja-Man

00:25 h
00:25 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

07/04/2017

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

22:15 h

A/2 Like a whirlwind

00:15 h

Saturday

08/04/2017

17:00 h
19:30 h
22:15 h

A/2 Ninja-Man
A/2 Ninja-Man
A/2 Like a whirlwind

00:25 h
00:25 h
00:15 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

17:00 h

A/2 Ninja-Man

00:25 h

Acrojou
Engeland

www.acrojou.com

Acrojou create highly visual circus and theatre performances, for outdoor events worldwide.
With backgrounds in circus, design, theatre, dance and engineering, the company combine
disciplines, seeking narrative at the meeting point of bodies, structures and materials. Their work is
usually non-verbal, telling human stories through physicality and visual design.
The company’s mission is to create ambitious performance with integrity: work addressing the
human condition that is accessible, challenging, and crafted for presentation outdoors, where people
of all ages and backgrounds can access it for free in their local spaces.
Acrojou’s work has been seen live by hundreds of thousands of people across seventeen countries.
Acrojou is led by Artistic Director Jeni Barnard and is considered to be one of the UK’s leading
circus and street arts companies. Performance crafted from circus, story and soul.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Acrojou’s flagship show, The Wheel House, has been touring worldwide since 2008 and has received
widespread international media coverage, as well as over 120k online video hits. It is the most widely
toured Without Walls commission to date and was Acrojou’s first outdoor show. Stunning design
and theatrical acrobatics housed in an exquisite, hand-built rolling theatre set.
The Wheel House
0:25 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
A ‘tender, post-apocalyptic love story’, The Wheel House is an
acrobatic promenade show, which unfolds inside and around a
circular set as it rolls with the audience walking alongside. An
enchanting story set in a dystopian future, at a time where
survival relies on sharp eyes, quick hands, and above all,
friendship. Join these traveller gatherers on the road to
nowhere: treading lightly, enduring quietly, and always, always
moving onwards. A completely unique performance that
captures the heart and imagination of every audience member.

Frantic
0:20 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Love, freedom, blood, sweat and rainstorms: Frantic is an
explosive acrobatic exploration of our relentless devotion to
busyness, the reality of a running mind and one man’s thirst for
escape. Frantic features spectacular acrobatics and dancetheatre, choreographed around a wheel, with a hidden water
system for a joyous finale danced in pouring rain.
Frantic was polled by Xtrax as audience favourite at Greenwich
and Docklands International Festival 2014 and has toured
extensively (UK and international) for the past two years.

normal program
day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

outdoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

20:15 h
22:15 h

5/1 The Wheel House
5/1 Frantic

00:25 h
00:20 h

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:30 h
20:15 h
22:15 h

5/1 The Wheel House
5/1 The Wheel House
5/1 Frantic

00:25 h
00:25 h
00:20 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:30 h

5/1 The Wheel House

00:25 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

Sunday

08/04/2017

09/04/2017

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

22:15 h

D/1 Frantic

00:20 h

15:30 h

D/1 Frantic

00:20 h

22:15 h

D/1 Frantic

00:20 h

15:30 h

D/1 Frantic

00:20 h

Altrego
Duitsland

www.altrego.de

Theatre Altrego was established 1995 there, in the workshop-studio of Viktor Kucera. All the
puppets, the stage and the requisites, but also the stories have been developed there. For the
audience, they are traveling all around the World. And because they play without the speach,
everybody understands. They perform inside or outside, on festivals, at the theatres on celebrations
for the audience up to 400 people. They have all technical equipment, so they need just a nice place
to play and a plug in.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Otto Baron von Tounix - The Red Aeronaut
0:40 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Baron Otto is the youngest member of his aristocratic family
and he is a real sportsman too. So he cruises his training
rounds above the park. Searching for the new records, he is
ready to do anything, to break them(as far as it does not
exhaust him too much).
His ground crew, Andrea, Viktor and Dirk from Theatre Altrego,
supports him as much as possible.
A Walking-Act with one remote controlled Wooden-Aeronaut
and three sailors.

normal program
day
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

date
07/04/2017

outdoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

21:00 h
22:45 h

5/1 Otto Baron von Tounix - The Red Aeronaut
5/1 Otto Baron von Tounix - The Red Aeronaut

00:40 h
00:40 h

21:00 h
22:45 h

5/1 Otto Baron von Tounix - The Red Aeronaut
5/1 Otto Baron von Tounix - The Red Aeronaut

00:40 h
00:40 h

16:45 h
19:15 h

5/1 Otto Baron von Tounix - The Red Aeronaut
5/1 Otto Baron von Tounix - The Red Aeronaut

00:40 h
00:40 h

08/04/2017

09/04/2017

rain program
day

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Bash Street Theatre Company
Engeland

www.bashstreet.co.uk

Bash Street is a small independent theatre company founded 25 years ago by partners, Simon
Pullum and JoJo Pickering. They are now performing with their two sons, Finbar and Lochlann, and
their niece, Kesha, to make the company a real ‘family affair’.
Based in Penzance, Cornwall, they have built an international reputation performing fast-moving,
silent-comedy, street theatre shows with live musical accompaniment.
Since their first performance, in Morlaix, France in 1991, they have created more than 20 different
productions and toured to major festivals throughout the UK and 16 European countries, as well as
in Egypt, Israel, Japan, Hong Kong, Macau and South Korea.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Cliffhanger (a real-life silent movie)
0:45 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
With falling buildings, dare-devil escapology, silent comedy and
live piano accompaniment, CLIFFHANGER! has proved to be
Bash Street Theatre's most successful and enduring street
theatre show.
The story follows the fortunes of a love-sick caf. waiter as he
becomes innocently embroiled in a prison escape. When the
heroine is abducted by a convict, there ensues a series of hairraising episodes as our hero strives to rescue his new-found
love.

Inspired by Buster Keaton's short film 'Convict 13'
CLIFFHANGER! is a 45-minute, silent-movie style production
that returns to the golden age of the silver screen. This actionpacked, family show, enjoyed by audiences of young and old
alike, has recently been revised and re-worked to include three
new young performers, all members of the Bash Street Theatre
family.
a real life silent-movie, and now a real family affair

normal program
day
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

date
07/04/2017

outdoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

20:30 h

7/1 Cliffhanger (a real-life silent movie)

00:45 h

20:30 h

7/1 Cliffhanger (a real-life silent movie)

00:45 h

17:15 h

7/1 Cliffhanger (a real-life silent movie)

00:45 h

08/04/2017

09/04/2017

rain program
day

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Beeldje.nl
Nederland

www.beeldje.nl

“Beeldje.nl” is a professional one-woman-company specialized in Living Statues &
Streetentertainment for all kinds of events, s.a. fairs, exhibitions, weddings and openings.
Since 2001, Afke Westdijk has become active as a living statue. Because of the big success, she was
able to make a career of her passion. She sees herself as a skilled, creative and passionate
entrepreneur, but above all a performer. The characteristics living statues from beeldje.nl are
humour, emotion and expression and what emerges in the interaction with the audience. They (with a
team of 15 artists) make sure that the moment will never be forgotten. Beeldje.nl won in the past
years several prizes, national and international. With the most recent:
- Worldchampion World Living Statues Festival 2013 (the Astonishment)
- First Prize Open Belgian Championship + Public Prize 2014 (the Astonishment)
- ManInFest – Streettheaterfestival in Cluj, Roemenie (photographer and assistent)
- Dutch Champion and 2nd prize during the NK 2014 (the Astonishment)
- Worldchampion category Craft during the World Living Statues Festival 2013 (little crumb).

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Gnomes
0:25 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Gnomes is a walkabout with 6 different energetic gnomes who
cuddle everyone, do a little dance and interact with the
audience.
The gnomes are not seasonal but can adapt their outfit to
autumn, spring or the Christmas season.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

14:30 h
17:00 h
19:15 h

15/1 Gnomes
15/1 Gnomes
13/1 Gnomes

00:25 h
00:25 h
00:25 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

14:30 h
17:00 h
19:15 h

15/1 Gnomes
15/1 Gnomes
13/1 Gnomes

00:25 h
00:25 h
00:25 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

14:30 h
17:00 h
19:15 h

L/2 Gnomes
L/2 Gnomes
L/2 Gnomes

00:25 h
00:25 h
00:25 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

14:30 h
17:00 h
19:15 h

L/2 Gnomes
L/2 Gnomes
L/2 Gnomes

00:25 h
00:25 h
00:25 h

Bencha Theater
Nederland

www.benchatheater.nl

Bencha Theatre creates theatrical, colourful and original performances and shows in a ‘new circus,
cirque du soleil’ style. Spectacular acrobatic balancing and aerial work are mixed with music and
dance. We create breath-taking opening shows and final acts for (business) events, festivals and
theatre.
The international artists of Bencha Theatre are specialized in their own specialization of performing
arts like dance, acrobatics, aerials, theatre and music.
The mix of these different disciplines makes Bencha Theatre special & unique!

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Who to Tango
0:25 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
This sensual, contemporary tango act combines aerial
acrobatics on the ground but also in the air where challenge
and passion are central.
A modern act with spectacular acrobatic moves on a high level.
The act will tell a challenging but beautiful story between
husband and wife.
The act is accompanied by modern music composed by
Marieke van der Heyden and Robert Baba, in association with
Rik Ronner.

This act can also be tailored entirely to the atmosphere and
ambience of your event and is wonderful as an opening show or
final act.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:00 h
18:00 h

7/1 Who to Tango
7/1 Who to Tango

00:25 h
00:25 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:00 h
18:00 h

7/1 Who to Tango
7/1 Who to Tango

00:25 h
00:25 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:00 h

H/1 Who to Tango

00:25 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:00 h
18:00 h

H/1 Who to Tango
H/1 Who to Tango

00:25 h
00:25 h

Bouwjaar '84
Nederland

www.bouwjaar84.nl

Bouwjaar ’84 performs crucibles. It’s an interdisciplinary performance collective who combine
dance, music, visuals, design and theatre. They are based in their own theatre in Tilburg. Bouwjaar
’84 likes raw poetical images, created by live performers, which merge with the location into a total
experience.

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

Korpus is an eight-meter high mobile object in the shape of a human body. The body made out of
fiberglass moves through natural and urban environments. It appears in places where you least
expect it: behind a tree, out of the water, in the dark. Always looking for its other half.

Korpus (performance)
0:15 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
The performance has two parts. In the first part Korpus makes
its entrance and finds its way through public and environment.
Looking for its other half. There always comes a time when
Korpus finds it. In this case, a girl who floats underneath a tree.
In this performance they try to find an approach and create
various poetical associative images:
Korpus holds the girl cradled in its arms, she ‘crawls' back into
the belly of Korpus, they embrace each other, dance together,
…

Korpus (walking act)
0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
The white lined Korpus is controled by six puppeteers. Due to
its mobility, it is able to dance, walk, bend, creep, fly and shake
hands with audience and opponent. Korpus also has a black
version. This doll can wear helium balloons in its body and
release them on command. This results in a poetic melancholic
image reminiscent of losing the soul. The soul, a cloud of
balloons, remains hanging on a rope system far above the
empty body.

normal program
day
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

date
07/04/2017

outdoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

21:45 h
23:15 h

6/1 Korpus (performance)
6/1 Korpus (performance)

00:15 h
00:15 h

21:45 h
23:15 h

6/1 Korpus (performance)
6/1 Korpus (performance)

00:15 h
00:15 h

08/04/2017

09/04/2017

14:30 h
17:00 h

15/1 Korpus (walking act)
15/1 Korpus (walking act)

rain program
day

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

00:30 h
00:30 h

indoor
hour

14:30 h
17:00 h

pitch

performance / show

L/2 Korpus (walking act)
L/2 Korpus (walking act)

duration

00:30 h
00:30 h

Bubble On Circus
Italië

http://www.bubbleoncircus.com

Bubble On Circus is a company created to find innovative theatre concepts.
It’s based on a large experience on the show business and on the knowledge of circus arts, magic
and comedy.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Mariano Guz and Egle Sciarappa, members of Bubble On Circus, have been performing since 1997 in
more than 15 countries, such as France, Japan, Argentina, Spain, south Korea, Italy, Germany,
Switzerland, China, Austria, the Netherlands, Portugal, Chile

The Magic Blow
0:35 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Thirty minutes of huge soap bubbles, laughs, poetry and
audience participation.
“The Magic Blow” convert every place in a magic open air
theatre with everything: the characters history, the special
effects like the bubbles rain.
It is a wordless show, for all audience, without age limits.
Bubbles attract old and young people and help us to remember
that everyone had been baby.

The magic surprises, the music involves and laughs are the
best life ingredient.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:15 h
17:30 h

4/2 The Magic Blow
4/2 The Magic Blow

00:35 h
00:35 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:15 h
17:30 h

4/2 The Magic Blow
4/2 The Magic Blow

00:35 h
00:35 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:15 h
17:30 h

E/2 The Magic Blow
E/2 The Magic Blow

00:35 h
00:35 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:15 h
17:30 h

E/2 The Magic Blow
E/2 The Magic Blow

00:35 h
00:35 h

Cadute dalle nuvole
Italië

www.cadutedallenuvole.com

Cadute Dalle Nuvole is a project born in 2010 thanks to the passion for circus of two Italian
artists. Through intense physical conditioning, the trapeze duo has continuously worked on
its formation, which has included so far the participation in many courses and professional
workshops in relevant European and international venues. The pronounced versatility of
the two artists allows them to adapt to any kind of audience and has given them the
chance to perform on very diverse stages.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Impasse
0:35 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Theatre combined with dance and astonishing aerial acrobatics
(double trapeze, multiropes, aerial hoop) is what offers the
company CADUTE DALLE NUVOLE in their piece IMPASSE. The
show tells the story of a sick and stalled relationship; of a
mutual dependence and the yearning for freedom. Can
consciousness gained save the relationship?

Double trapeze. Multiple ropes. Aerial hoop. Contemporary
dance.

normal program
day
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

date
07/04/2017

outdoor
hour

pitch

20:45 h

6/1 Impasse

00:35 h

17:00 h
20:45 h

6/1 Impasse
6/1 Impasse

00:35 h
00:35 h

09/04/2017

14:45 h
17:00 h

6/1 Impasse
6/1 Impasse

00:35 h
00:35 h

rain program
date

Friday

07/04/2017

Sunday

duration

08/04/2017

day

Saturday

performance / show

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

20:45 h

D/1 Impasse

00:35 h

17:00 h
20:45 h

D/1 Impasse
D/1 Impasse

00:35 h
00:35 h

17:00 h

D/1 Impasse

00:35 h

08/04/2017

09/04/2017

Charles&Tang
België

Charles & Tang, a street theater collective, Kwacksalverei ende Vermaeck, is a company that has
been active in local festivals for several years.
We bring engaging, funny and interactive (small) stories.
From a (pseudo) scientific framework, these stories are illustrated with bizarre objects (always
recovered or recycled material!)
And all this in the atmosphere of pre-war carnivals and fairs: "Come and see, come and see!"
They are no rope dancers, no jugglers, nor they ride unicycles. They are stories makers.
Creative production: Peter Bruylants, Stefaan D'Hondt, Danny De Neve
Logistical production: Koen Van Dooren
Players: Peter Bruylants, Stefaan D'Hondt, Peter De Maere, Karine De Smet, Pol Roossens, Danny De
Neve.

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

Curioso Elevante
5:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
The largest collection of rarities in the smallest museum of the
world! During a long search, they have brought together an
infinite collection imponderabilia and paraphernalia. Behind
each of these objects hides a fascinating, surprising and / or
funny story. The curiosities are rooted in history, science,
culture, religion ... The stories are the result of our wacky
minds.
Some of the exhibits:

- The missing parts of the Venus of Milo
- The Just Judges
- The Leaning Skater Albert II
- The Cubes of Ceasar
- The Pythagorean Theorem
- The Richter Scale
- Nobel Prize of Hugo Claus
- The apple of William Tell
- Used figleaves of Eve

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

14:45 h

14/2 Curioso Elevante

05:00 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

14:45 h

14/2 Curioso Elevante

05:00 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

CIE kRaK!
België

www.compagniekrak.be

Circus Krak is a young company consisting of Els Degryse and Dieter Missiaen. It was originaly
founded in 2008 to give performances in the third world. They toured in South East Asia and SouthAmerica with their first show. They got a taste for it and they toured in their own country at festivals
and cultural centers. Out of their enormous enthusiasm, they created a new show ‘Kus!’.
For this show, they worked together with coach (and master theatreclown) Tom Roos of company
Wurre Wurre. The shows are included in ‘Aanbod Podium’ of the Flemish government and are
created with the support of the Flemish Circus center.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Viva Victor!
0:40 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
It is Victor's birthday and he gets a gift from the audience that
will ultimately change his life. "Viva Victor" is a poetic clown
performance full of visual and absurd humor with lots of
audience interaction around, (and in) a caravan.
From the age of 5.
In May 2015"Viva Victor" premiered and played at Cirque Plus,
De donderdagen in Ninove, Theatre Nomades, ...
With the support of Circuscentrum Flanders.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:30 h
18:00 h

15/1 Viva Victor!
15/1 Viva Victor!

00:40 h
00:40 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:30 h
18:00 h

15/1 Viva Victor!
15/1 Viva Victor!

00:40 h
00:40 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Cie Scratch
België

www.ciescratch.eu

If we are looking for the logic of the encounter of these seven persons we risk to search for a long
time! They don't have a point of agreement but it is impossible to get these seven separated.
7 visions of juggling, art and culture, 7 incredible personalities from different regions of their
homeland: the surreal Belgium.
Passionate supporters of nonsense and disproportionality. Fighters against the monotony of every
day routine.
At the time, the herald would not have found words to extol the benefits of these quacks.
Everywhere they go, they enjoy performing. Because they like it. And because you will like it!

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

T.N.T.
0:35 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
A show for all audience that only uses cubes and some things
found in an old granary, with limit their own imagination.
Five jugglers - streetwear and sneakers. They play as Trifonius
Sunflower and as a boysband with their cones.
T.N.T, a real pleasure with burlesque and mute choreography.
At the end of three challenges the protagonists literally put
everything on fire.

Staged by Bram Dobbelaere, T.N.T is a funny universal juggling
show with dynamite.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

16:45 h
19:00 h

4/2 T.N.T.
4/2 T.N.T.

00:35 h
00:35 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

16:45 h
19:00 h

4/2 T.N.T.
4/2 T.N.T.

00:35 h
00:35 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

16:45 h
19:00 h

E/2 T.N.T.
E/2 T.N.T.

00:35 h
00:35 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

16:45 h
19:00 h

E/2 T.N.T.
E/2 T.N.T.

00:35 h
00:35 h

Circusschool Paljasso vzw
België

www.circus-paljasso.be

15 years ago Circus Paljasso was founded. After several years of local performances they have
explored the whole of Belgium and the Netherlands. Their group was getting bigger and bigger.
Currently they work with three full-time artists, and seven semi-professional artists on their acts. But
also the circus school has great success in Limburg! In these seven years, in their team with all its
talents, they have worked out numerous acts where they are very proud of!

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

Bateau de Feu
0:18 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
This is a water spectacle which combines visual arts with fire
and theater. The act has now been playing for two years with
amazing reviews from other artists. There are 2 different
versions of it. A 40-minute spherical animation or an 18 min
long spectacleshow. On the boat three artists provide the
necessary lighting, fire, and fireworks effects. Everything is
carried out with the necessary attention to life in and around the
pond.

The Victorian Scientists
0:35 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Steam engines, clocks, bicycles, motorcycles, glasses and
much more, they invented them all.
With their spectacular tricks and big flames they want to sell
their inventions.
Do you want one too? Or maybe you've got something they
want? Overall,a compelling interactive show with a stilt walker,
fire breather and a gentleman's bike.
A walking act for young and old to enjoy.

normal program
day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

outdoor
hour

pitch

22:45 h

performance / show

duration

6/1 Bateau de Feu

00:18 h

Saturday

08/04/2017

14:30 h
16:45 h
22:45 h

14/1 The Victorian Scientists
14/1 The Victorian Scientists
6/1 Bateau de Feu

00:35 h
00:35 h
00:18 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

14:30 h
16:45 h
19:15 h

14/1 The Victorian Scientists
14/1 The Victorian Scientists
13/1 The Victorian Scientists

00:35 h
00:35 h
00:35 h

rain program

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

14:30 h
16:45 h

L/2 The Victorian Scientists
L/2 The Victorian Scientists

00:35 h
00:35 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

14:30 h
16:45 h
19:15 h

L/2 The Victorian Scientists
L/2 The Victorian Scientists
L/2 The Victorian Scientists

00:35 h
00:35 h
00:35 h

Civi Civiac
Spanje

www.conmuchoarte.net

Civi Civiac company, was created in 2000 with the clear intention of offering high quality artistic
performances using illusionism as a means of expression. The objectives of the company are using
up resources and theatrical elements and mix with illusionism. creating countless street
performances and living space, where it is mixed equally dramaturgy and pedagogical elements of
magic, teaching that illusionism is a media and fascinating and universal expression.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

The company creates, designs and builds its own devices, giving it a unique and personal style that
has allowed it to export its shows to countries like Germany, France, Italy, Switzerland and Portugal.
The company Civi Civiac, reconciles his artistic work, with the creation, production and artistic
direction of projects and festivals as to public and private entities.

La Feria de los Imposibles
5:00 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
It proposes diverse participation games, where the public gets
involved into a magical world, where nothing is what it seems to
be.
Aimed to all audiences, it makes us play, participate and think,
with different boxes and mysterious objects that compose this
vintage fair of more then 350 square meters.
The fair is composed by 25 items including: tables, ingenious
gadgets, magical inventions, mysterious boxes, surreal mirrors,
double vision paintings, kaleidoscopes, etc...

Tanks to the aesthetics of the boxes, made by craftsmen, the
costumes of the early century and the music, it manages to
emulate the curious fair barracks and makes the audience to
get immersed and to travel to the typical ancient fairs.
The actions and street performances mixed with the craftiness
and deceit of the characters, place all this show halfway
between the fair barracks and the nomad circus.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

14:30 h
16:00 h

4/3 La Feria de los Imposibles
4/3

05:00 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

14:30 h
16:00 h

4/3 La Feria de los Imposibles
4/3

05:00 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

14:30 h
16:00 h

A/4 La Feria de los Imposibles
A/4 La Feria de los Imposibles

05:00 h
05:00 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

14:30 h
16:00 h

A/4 La Feria de los Imposibles
A/4 La Feria de los Imposibles

05:00 h
05:00 h

Compagnia La Fabiola
Italië

www.lafabiola.it

"La FABIOLA company" are:
GIANCARLO CASATI,(GIANCACLOWN)
Born in the XX century, after an anonymous life spent under his fur, he finally decides to shave.
Women from all over the world are confused, performers are on strike, politicians say "he looks
younger" (ya, right).
Clown, juggler, equilibrist, skater, biker, wild waters rafter, guitar player when it still made sense to
be a punk rocker, but also worker, clerk and "househusband", in short all things that make
somebody's life normal or crazy.
From 1995 he performs in the streets and on stage - he travels the world as far as he can with his van
and when he can't, he flies.... Genial, isn't it?
NIVES VALSECCHI
For tragic reasons of pronunciation I begin like dubber of the voice of dinosaurs, I gave up a
successful career as a tester of hydromassage tubs without water ...
and now I'm here

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Attenti a quei 2 (pay attention at those 2)
0:30 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
The stars of the show are two very special puppets:
- GIULIO , a dog that is very curious and greedy of candy.
- FABIOLA a sweet, cheeky, hot-temepered, little girl with the
charms of a clown.
It’s a meeting of extraordinary excitement between two
characters surprisingly communicative, that involve ,amaze and
lead the audience into the world of string puppets which in
popular imagination is, wrongly so, aimed primarily at children.

In fact, they have the power to delight and thrill people of all
ages, reminding everyone the need for wonderment as essential
food for our soul.
And to quote Andrè Breton's words in his manifestos of
Surrealism:
“the marvelous is always beautiful, anything marvelous is
beautiful, in fact only the marvelous is beautiful.”
Puppeteer and puppet creator : Nives Valsecchi, Giancarlo
Casati

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:00 h
17:45 h

5/1 Attenti a quei 2 (pay attention at those 2)
5/1 Attenti a quei 2 (pay attention at those 2)

00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:00 h
17:45 h

5/1 Attenti a quei 2 (pay attention at those 2)
5/1 Attenti a quei 2 (pay attention at those 2)

00:30 h
00:30 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:00 h
17:45 h

D/1 Attenti a quei 2 (pay attention at those 2)
D/1 Attenti a quei 2 (pay attention at those 2)

00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:00 h
17:45 h

D/1 Attenti a quei 2 (pay attention at those 2)
D/1 Attenti a quei 2 (pay attention at those 2)

00:30 h
00:30 h

Compagnie 2.1
Frankrijk

www.emilesabord.fr

Born from artistic encounters from every horizon, Horizons Croisés team involves itself in all
possible ways to meet with the audience.
We weave our magic based on all our human and artistic encounters. Each season, our skills in
acrobatics, stilts, juggling and acting talents have grown.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

From an indoor duo to the majestic parade, our work reflects our creativity and commitment.

Un Petit Air de Cabaret
0:50 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau

Five artists, united for fun. Five fools launched for a 50 minutes,
generating lively show!
They connect the blessed of the word to the pleasure of
movement, supported by talent and humor.
In a perfect way, they bring inventive juggling combined with
acrobatics, clowning and aerobatics.

Play. Play in order to exchange, communicate.
They want to share their circusarts, make it more intense and
sparkling. It is also a meaning, to make sense, providing words,
humanity, resistance, poetry and rock.
And ultimately that is their goal: to make their passion
contagious!

normal program
day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

outdoor
hour

pitch

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

duration

20:30 h

9/1 Un Petit Air de Cabaret

00:50 h

17:30 h
20:30 h

9/1 Un Petit Air de Cabaret
9/1 Un Petit Air de Cabaret

00:50 h
00:50 h

rain program
day

performance / show

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

20:30 h

H/1 Un Petit Air de Cabaret

00:50 h

17:30 h
20:30 h

H/1 Un Petit Air de Cabaret
H/1 Un Petit Air de Cabaret

00:50 h
00:50 h

Compagnie Ça Sent le Roussi
België

www.casentleroussi.be

Cie Ça Sent Le Roussi (founded in 2011) responds to the desire of a group of autodidacts/ friends to
create performances together. Since then they made a cabaret number, a juggling duo, children's
entertainment, fire shows à la carte ...

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

In 2012, they decide to create a new kind of presentation: a street performance with theater,
clowning, fire and fireworks, where the aesthetic has great importance.
They want to immerse the viewer into their world and that is why their décor is very important. They
use material that has lived, rusty dented materials that surrender to the reflection of the flames.

Itinérance
0:25 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux

Their story begins with the arrival of sellers of dreams.
Accustomed to long journeys they have adapted everything
they own so it can be easily folded into one another and can be
transported.
Suddenly everything changes. The atmosphere changes and
the machines come to life in a strange gleam.

The main idea is to bring a message, to show some deviations
from our society by interpellate the public and bring it to a
reflection on the world in which it evolves ... all with a touch of
fiery poetry.
The vending machines are a vector of this message: by fighting
freely as sellers of dreams, by refusing their manipulation they
can live, evolve and create according to their own will.

normal program
day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

outdoor
hour
pitch
performance / show
21:30 h
9/1 Itinérance

21:30 h

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

00:25 h

9/1 Itinérance

rain program
day

duration

00:25 h

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Compagnie des chemins de terre
België

www.cheminsdeterre.be

For more than 20 years, struggling through the fog, Stéphane Georis and his friends have traversed
the world, crossing even our Belgian countryside where the rain… tastes so good. Maybe they are
driven by madness, maybe rage, but they bring you, incredibly, hope - in a coffeepot talking about
love, a strip-teasing banana, a leg of pork reciting Shakespeare with great skill, and the day’s
newspaper turning into a weapon of fire. They travel so they can share - on a footpath, in a public
place - a little piece of life, so they can bask in a sweet glance, and receive a red-marshmallowtasting smile. "Come, ladies and gentlemen, come closer. Take our hands. We will tell you a story.
We will make you laugh and laugh until the sky shakes. This is what you need to survive, to keep on
walking over the horizon, to make sure your pockets are filled with sun. Street theatre will never be
shut down."
To all my friends who are rational and cling to logic - go away. Number crunchers, stock brokers,
big car lovers - also, don’t come near. Here are puppets made of softly spoken matches, of rustling
newspapers, teaspoons and roasts, who all have stories to tell, tales for sleeping outside beneath
the stars. Here the theatre of your dreams meets the richness of our imagination to create works of
delight. Have a look at the calendar, and jump on your bicycle to join us anywhere on earth!

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Le canard de Zanzibar
0:40 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Concerto for two eccentrics and a daily newspaper. You will
learn everything about Angelina Jolie and her depressed
gynecologist, the loneliness of a fisherman from Zanzibar, the
totality of nothing and the whole of everything.. and above all ...
you'll learn how to build your happiness.
Have you ever dreamed of changing the world? They will do it!
When he opens the newspaper, bad news changes into pop-up.
When she opens her mouth, you will hear happiness.

Cosmonaute Child
0:55 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
3 foreigners on a bench, two bicycle pumps for one cello, one
shoelace to one finger, one corkscrew superhero for 2 buildings
= 96 opportunities to discover a composite world with one
funeral, one visit to Broadway, some Swedish poems and the
exclusive presence ( hopefully ) of Penelope Cruz with her
green plant ...
A show of physical theater and puppet -objects, invented
languages and alternative choreographies.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

16:00 h
18:30 h

5/1 Cosmonaute Child
5/1 Cosmonaute Child

00:55 h
00:55 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

16:00 h
18:30 h

5/1 Le canard de Zanzibar
5/1 Le canard de Zanzibar

00:40 h
00:40 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

16:00 h
18:30 h

C/1 Cosmonaute Child
C/1 Cosmonaute Child

00:55 h
00:55 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

16:00 h
18:30 h

C/1 Le canard de Zanzibar
C/1 Le canard de Zanzibar

00:40 h
00:40 h

CQP Produccions
Spanje

www.cqpproduccions.com

CQP Produccions started with two people’s passion to create and share theatre.Then that
became a team, more people joined and nowadays the team works with their own designers,
composers and set designers.
CQP Produccions started its career in Spain in 2008. In 2012 it began performing in other countries.
Since then the company has been performing in theatres, festivals and exhibitions in Europe and
overseas. The Company performed in the international Performing Arts Fair in Freiburg (Germany) in
2014 and 2015. In 2014 the Company starts the first international tour, performing in Kufstein
(Austria), Hannover and Koblenz (both in Germany) and Aurillac and Begles (both in France). In 2015
the Company performs in Australia, France, Germany and Italy.
The itinerant street show “Rats” by the company won the Best street show award in the Puppet
Theatre Fair of Lleida 2015, given by the professional judges.
“Manneken’s Piss” had its premiere in Fira Tàrrega 2015, with great acceptance from both audience
and professionals.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Rats!
0:35 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
“Watch out! Rats have flooded in the city. They are everywhere:
they come out from the gutter
and the containers, they are in the streets... They are not hiding
any more and now they're huge!
They are ruling the city and there's no solution that can be
taken. There is only one person in the world that can take this
hilarious plague away, a flautist coming from far, far away.”!

There are different rats; one of them is very cute and fun,
another one is fat and moves slowly, another one seems to be
very happy and the last one is a little bit mean. All of them are
messing around an playing with the people.
The rats are running down the streets until the flautist -on stiltsarrives playing his music and looking for them. Rats start
following the flautist but they find some distractions along the
way…

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

14:30 h
16:45 h
19:15 h

14/1 Rats!
14/1 Rats!
13/1 Rats!

00:35 h
00:35 h
00:35 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

14:30 h
16:45 h
19:15 h

14/1 Rats!
14/1 Rats!
13/1 Rats!

00:35 h
00:35 h
00:35 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

14:30 h
16:45 h
19:15 h

L/2 Rats!
L/2 Rats!
L/2 Rats!

00:35 h
00:35 h
00:35 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

14:30 h
16:45 h
19:15 h

L/2 Rats!
L/2 Rats!
L/2 Rats!

00:35 h
00:35 h
00:35 h

David Berga
Spanje

www.davidberga.cat

David Berga Management is an independent theatrical agent/manager/producer since 2002. Mainly
focusing on non text based productions (comedy, site-specific, objects manipulation, physical
theatre, contemporary clown, installations, ...).
David Berga has taken European and American shows to performing arts festivals and fairs all over
the world.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Automatarium
1:00 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Automatàrium is an installation inspired by the fairground
attraction of coin-activated automats constructed in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
In this installation, actors are located within individual booths
made of wood and acrylic (imitating the old buildings) and
activated with coins that the audience inserts in a slot.

Once a coin is inserted, coloured bulbs light up and circus
music plays. The performers begin mimicking the robotic and
cyclical movements of the automatons, enacting short actions
with elements of comedy, circus, magic, song, mime, ...
This is a non-text based show that can be enjoyed by people of
all ages and diverse cultural backgrounds.
The technical requirements are minimal, it is basically a self
contained show. You can hire from one to eight automatons.

normal program
day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

outdoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

21:15 h

3/3 Automatarium

01:00 h

Saturday

08/04/2017

14:45 h
17:15 h
21:15 h

3/3 Automatarium
3/3 Automatarium
3/3 Automatarium

01:00 h
01:00 h
01:00 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

14:45 h
17:15 h

3/3 Automatarium
3/3 Automatarium

01:00 h
01:00 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

De Circus Boerderij
België

www.decircusboerderij.be

Super cool circus shows, original waders, challenging workshops and children's camps and
beautiful vanity and floral art. They offer a unique range of shows and animations.
Their performances are original creations with a very stylish finish, which contain the right mix of
spectacle and humor.
They mainly provide circus at home but they are glad to welcome you at the Circus Farm.
Circus Farm are Eva and Jokke, partners, lovers.
Jokke has been working for several years in the world of circus and street theater with projects like
Trampoline Mission 3, Le BoTrio, Cie Sweatshop, ARTBOEM or as a solo artist. The shows that he
brings are original and successful.
Eva is a professional grime and make up artist. Her quirky fresh look at the world makes her
creations amazingly beautiful.
The Circus Farm is the result of this loving collaboration.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

CircoDroom
1:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
This unique concept, invented by The Circus Farm, children's
face painting and interactive circus are fluently intertwined. Fun
and surprise are the key words in this special presentation
created for every child.
Jaap wants to be a tiger, Els a princess and little brother an
acrobat. Every child dreams! With our interactive presentation
they make their dreams come true.

Make up is put on the children’s faces and they are invited to
participate in a magical performance where they are creator and
performer.
The audience are children and their parents. The show is
performed by their children or their little friends. No more
queues at the make-up stand, every one is an artist!
Circo Dream - Where dreams come true

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

16:00 h
18:30 h

2/1 CircoDroom
2/1 CircoDroom

01:00 h
01:00 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

16:00 h
18:30 h

2/1 CircoDroom
2/1 CircoDroom

01:00 h
01:00 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

16:00 h

A/3 CircoDroom

01:00 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

16:00 h

A/3 CircoDroom

01:00 h

De Stijle, Want...
Nederland

www.destijlewant.nl

For more than twenty years the members of De Stijle, Want… have peddled humour and a complete
disorganisation of logic. They successfully plague festivals and events with their irresponsibility,
which they have elevated to an art. De Stijle, Want… could be described as a group of travelling
salesmen selling illusions.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Benevolanti
0:40 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Aad, Har and Robbe, volunteers in your festival or event: they
are always intending so good. This is what they express in
everything. Their method might not always be the most
effective, come on, we should take it for granted. These men of
Bennevolanti take all worries of the organizer away (they say)
by just being there where it is needed and with their walkietalkies to survey, guide and comment the situation,. And at the
end everybody will be happy…..

Attention: this act is in the Dutch language!!

normal program
day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

outdoor
hour

pitch

hour

pitch

rain program
day

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

performance / show

duration

indoor
performance / show

duration

De Vuurmeesters
België

www.devuurmeesters.be

"De Vuurmeester s" is a street theater collective within Cirque del Mundo association.
The artists of " De Vuurmeesters " have years of experience and a long history: some had already
experience with fire performances, street theater, organizing workshops and pyrotechnics. Others
had more experience with art projects, painting, welding, building sets, blowing glass or gas
installations.
From the centralized atelier and circus rehearsal rooms of Cirque del Mundo, they started to work on
a new idea: creation of ambiance with fire and soon after the first artistic fire installations were a fact.
It was only in preparation of their third public performance in the City of Wings Festival in Ypres, that
the concept would take its final shape. Since “De Vuurmeesters” evolved tremendously, both
artistically and professionally.
The Magic of De Vuurmeesters is not only creating an alienating atmosphere in the fire village, but
also the passion with which it is built and created. Both on stage, in the workshop and on the
computer the passion lights up.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Vuurlandschappen en vuurkunstwerken
4:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
An entrancing cocktail of fire artworks: this is their
interpretation of mood creation. Don't expect an ordinary candle
display, but experience the complete new generation of emotion
and wonder of De Vuurmeesters.
Each event is unique. This is the reason they never play the
same show twice, but adapt to the location and public: if you
have a pond, they might fill its surface and banks with floating
fire lotuses. Is it a square, they might rather propose an
intriguing mirror installation, curling trees or a fire parade.

normal program
day
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

date
07/04/2017

outdoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

21:00 h
21:00 h

6/2 Vuurlandschappen en vuurkunstwerken
8/2 Vuurlandschappen en vuurkunstwerken

04:00 h
04:00 h

21:00 h
21:00 h

6/2 Vuurlandschappen en vuurkunstwerken
8/2 Vuurlandschappen en vuurkunstwerken

04:00 h
04:00 h

08/04/2017

09/04/2017

rain program
day

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Duo ComicCasa
Zwitserland

www.duocomiccasa.com

Karin and Gil met at a festival in Macedonia in 2007, and since then they have been a couple in life
and on stage.
In September 2010 they married.
They live and work in Basel, Switzerland and perform all over the world in circuses, variety shows,
festivals, as well as private and commercial events.
Karin studied circus arts in Montreal.
Gili studied theater in Tel Aviv.
Together and individually they have done workshops in circus clowning and performing arts.
They love to travel, sing karaoke, and dance the night away!

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Duo ComicCasa
0:40 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Herman & Henriette, two cleaners, must find a way to save the
day. Suddenly they come up with an unforgettable circus show.
Hats will fly, ladders will be balanced, and garbage bins will be
used like you’ve never seen before! For the grand finale we are
happy to present: The Daredevil Plunger Throwing Act!
With a unique style of physical theater ,Acrobatics and
Everyday objects... they create the atmosphere that…
“NOTHING IS ... IS IMPOSSIBLE”

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

16:15 h
18:45 h

15/1 Duo ComicCasa
15/1 Duo ComicCasa

00:40 h
00:40 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

16:15 h
18:45 h

15/1 Duo ComicCasa
15/1 Duo ComicCasa

00:40 h
00:40 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

16:15 h
18:45 h

O/1 Duo ComicCasa
O/1 Duo ComicCasa

00:40 h
00:40 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

16:15 h
18:45 h

O/1 Duo ComicCasa
O/1 Duo ComicCasa

00:40 h
00:40 h

Duo Kaos
Italië

www.duokaos.com

Duo Kaos was founded in 2009 by circus and theatre artists Giulia Archangels and Luis Paredes.
On the street, the square or the theatre, every time Duo Kaos is staged, a new imaginary world
comes to life: the unmistakable poetic theatricality of Giulia and Luis combine to form an elegant and
original acrobatic style.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Time to Loop
0:25 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
It is a story about movement, transformation and love. Build
and destroy is part of the same mechanism and each character,
in his own way, search to transform the chaos into harmony.
A synchronised game, in constant balance, affecting everything
beyond itself.
Breaking down and reassemble the possibilities of different
catches, by hooking and a detaching eachother they always
find there way out to a new action.

Both characters, with lightness and romanticism, begin to
understand that one can not replace the other, that together
they are able to create the perfect loop.
The harmony overlooks fragmentary and disappears at each
new randomness, until the repetition turns into a movement
that is repeated in never equal to themselves evolutions.
Time to loop created for outdoor performances gracefully
combining multiple circus disciplines, hand to hand, object
manipulation, acrobatis bicycle and clowning.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:15 h
17:30 h

13/1 Time to Loop
13/1 Time to Loop

00:25 h
00:25 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:15 h
17:30 h

13/1 Time to Loop
13/1 Time to Loop

00:25 h
00:25 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

17:30 h

L/2 Time to Loop

00:25 h

17:30 h

L/2 Time to Loop

00:25 h

09/04/2017

Dwaallicht vzw
België

www.toverspel.be

The members of Dwaallicht (formerly Toverspel) already have more than 17 years of experience in
making of firedecorations. Small to very large outdoor venues are decorated, illuminated and/or
heated with fire for all kinds of events. Out of their very wide range of installations they choose the
best solution for each organization. Their successproduct: Bamboo-constructions. With these
constructions, they can (in theory) make an infinite amount of different lightobjects, but also
functional structures sheds, information stands, bar + terrace, entrance arches, tent… They can also
offer some craftworkshops for children like making light ornaments in clay, making drawings on
paper light bags, making lanterns...

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

ALL LIGHTS
This is their grand formula for the dressing of a medium-sized parc. For 4 days they restructure the
venue with lots of installations into a poetic, magical scenery. Their decorations is being
complemented with little animations like dance, music, shadow drawing and local input. At least 2
days for the audience.
sfeerschepping in opdracht
4:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau

Dwaallicht wants to accentuate the special structures this year
on demand of the organisator. They want to show their
flexibility.

normal program
day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

outdoor
hour

pitch

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

duration

21:00 h

2/1 sfeerschepping in opdracht

04:00 h

21:00 h

2/1 sfeerschepping in opdracht

04:00 h

rain program
day

performance / show

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Edgar Falzar
Frankrijk

www.unhommealarue.wix.
com/unhommealarue

The company was founded in 2015 by a group of circus and street artists.
"Un homme à la rue" allows them to have structure and have connections with other companies from
the region.
This structuring brings the possibility to practice the power on the reflection and the performance
about the manner where the different players of the art and culture organize.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Edgar Falzar
0:40 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
"Edgar Falzar" is a clownish solo performance, somewhere
between theater and circus. He uses techniques and burlesque
code borrowed from traditional jugglers, but also from
contemporary clowns. With "Edgar Falzar" he tries to reveal the
fragility of this character and shows us the beauty of art in this
art form.
"Edgar Falzar" juggles with balls and enchants us with a
fireworks display for several minutes.

Oop's
0:06 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
A charming juggler from another time ...
He takes us into his world and gets in trouble with his
suspenders and his rebellious pants ...
He brings us to a world littered with jokes ... not vulgar... rather
extraordinary!

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:30 h
18:00 h

16/1 Edgar Falzar
16/1 Edgar Falzar

00:40 h
00:40 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:30 h
18:00 h

16/1 Edgar Falzar
16/1 Edgar Falzar

00:40 h
00:40 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:30 h
18:00 h

O/1 Edgar Falzar
O/1 Edgar Falzar

00:40 h
00:40 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:30 h
18:00 h

O/1 Edgar Falzar
O/1 Edgar Falzar

00:40 h
00:40 h

Ell Circo D'ell Fuego & De Machienerie
België

www.ecdf.be

Ell Circo D'ell Fuego was founded in 2004 as a collective where young people who were engaged in
circus, could find a place to grow, train and show their ability to the audience. In more than 10 years
ECDF evolved rapidly into one of the leading organizations in circus in Europe.
In 2014 ECDF won the Flemish Culture Prize, awarded by Minister Sven Gatz, for the development of
Atlas Festival / Extreme Convention, an international circus festival in the Waagnatie.
In 2007 ECDF won the prize “Pride of Flanders” by the King Boudewijn Foundation for Social Work in
the districts of Antwerp Dam.
Ell Circo D'ell Fuego is a circus collective that wants to bring traditional and contemporary circus
skills in a innovative manner to a diverse audience.
ECDF is specialized in a dynamic (and explosive) approach and view on circus.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

De Parade
0:40 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau

A large metal crane system, with a trapeze artist on it that
flutters through the streets. The Maestro of this parade pulls
this through the streets, surrounded by acrobats and jugglers.

L'Imaginarium Du Captain Gustav II (carrousel)
5:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Captain Gustav and his crew sailed the seven wild seas. On
their wonderful journeys they saw strange sea creatures, wild
waves and distant foreign countries. Together with his intrepid
sailors he steps into a new adventure. All stories that the
sailors have gathered are in our beautiful carousel
"L'Imaginarium du Captain Gustav II." Get on board for a
wonderful trip! The scuba divers, whild water fish, the tough
sailors and Captain Gustav give you a warm welcome!

normal program
day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

outdoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

21:15 h

2/1 De Parade

00:40 h

Saturday

08/04/2017

14:30 h
21:15 h

4/3 L'Imaginarium Du Captain Gustav II (carrousel)
2/1 De Parade

05:00 h
00:40 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

14:30 h

4/3 L'Imaginarium Du Captain Gustav II (carrousel)

05:00 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

eVenti Verticali
Italië

www.eventiverticali.com

eVenti Verticali was born in year 2006 from the idea of Andrea and Luca Piallini. Besides the selfproduction of their shows, eVenti Verticali also combines its vertical knowledge with the
coordination of a professional team (musicians, technicians, engineers, costume designers), for the
creation of site-specific vertical shows that each time suit with the diverse architectural spaces.
The passion for the vertical spaces is rooted in the two brother’s childhood, when their father
approached them to the free climbing. By growing up, they will undertake different paths
encountering many diverse disciplines, such as open space theatre, acrobatics, third theatre,
contemporary circus. In Year 2003, the two brothers start researching the opportunities of the
vertical approach to the theater, discovering also the vertical dance, and finding its own way to
create a vertical theatre show. The vertical space becomes a privileged stage, a floor rotated by 90°
where the performers step, run, jump, dance and... tell a story.
In year 2009, eVenti Verticali starts researching the transposition on the vertical space of the comic
theater languages coming from the visual comedy. In year 2010, eVenti Verticali undertakes the
realization of a big show for wide audiences: QUadro. In year 2011, the research continues by
exploring the use of video projection: with Wanted.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

QUadro
0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
A SUSPENDED WALL
QUadro is a dream come true. The dream of dancing on a flying
wall.
A structure made of aluminium truss hangs by a crane while
supporting a 50m2 cloth.
An aerial vertical stage for dancers, circus artists and
musicians.
Serving both as a stage and a screen, it can be used to project
either images or videos, according to the needs of the event.

The presence of team of experts in high safety standards
guarantees for the safety of both the performers and the
audience during the shows.
So far, QUadro has been adapted to different projects in order
to meet the needs of different organisers. This not only has
always resulted in unique performances, but has also allowed
us to make some useful research on the field regarding the
wonderful world of aerial structures.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

14:30 h

4/2 QUadro

00:30 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

14:30 h

4/2 QUadro

00:30 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Fabuloka
Nederland

www.fabuloka.com

Edwin Schulte and Jorga Lok. Two circus artists who are looking for more than the trick; they look
for depth, but simultaneously for lightness. With a mix of circus, theatre, music and poetry, they
create their own art form for the stage. They are not scared of experimenting and everything is
possible. This attitude together with their creativity, delivers the fresh style of Fabuloka.
Jorga Lok joined the youth circus Circus Rotjeknor at the age of 14. There she learned a lot. At the
age of 18 she moved to Stockholm in Sweden for the coming three years. Besides her specializations
handstand and partner acrobatics, she followed classes in acrobatics, trampoline, dance, music,
voice, theatre and composition. In 2010, she graduated and got the Bachelor of Circus. Jorga
decided to move back to Holland, for one more year of training at the circus school of Codarts
University of Art in Rotterdam and worked with TENT Circustheaterproducties.
Edwin Schulte discovered circus Poehaa in Arnhem. Edwin developed from student, till teacher, till
independent artist. Since 2002, he plays on several festivals with his solo show “Everything out of
the box”. Edwin is one of the two people behind the duo Double Trouble. He also plays music,
mostly clarinet and saxophone. Later, he also started to play guitar, got interested in percussion and
voice and would like to combine music with circus (with Tres Loco's, ...).

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Staal
0:25 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Jorga is an acrobat and she likes to write. Ed is a musician and
creates everything from metals. By combining their strengths,
the show STAAL arises, a poetical show about two different
characters who have a dream.
The story is told by words, partner acrobatics, juggling, mime,
strange explorations, aerial acrobatics and live music.
Everything happens in and around our 5 meter high steel
construction.

Concept and on stage: Jorga Lok en Edwin Schulte
Coaching: Marc Oyserman
Final directions: Natasha Schulte

normal program
day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

outdoor
hour

pitch

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

duration

15:30 h

9/1 Staal

00:25 h

19:30 h

9/1 Staal

00:25 h

15:30 h
17:30 h
19:30 h

9/1 Staal
9/1 Staal
9/1 Staal

00:25 h
00:25 h
00:25 h

rain program
day

performance / show

indoor
hour

15:30 h
17:30 h
19:30 h

pitch

performance / show

H/1 Staal
H/1 Staal
H/1 Staal

duration

00:25 h
00:25 h
00:25 h

Five Quartet Trio
Italië

www.conmuchoarte.net

"Five Quartet Trio" is a company that was created in 2005 in Rome with the show "On the table"
The three components of the group, Alessandro De Luca, Cristiano Fondelli and Giullio F. Venturini,
come from the world of gymnastics and lather develop in the study of circus skills.
In 2010, they meet the director Adrian Schwarzstein and, in collaboration with the festival Mirabilia, a
new show "Bus Stop" is born.
Their performance looks for simplicity, experimenting with new forms of expression that can awaken
new sensations in the public without neglicting entertainment.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Bus Stop
0:50 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
A frantic employee, a sleepy worker and a strange light hearted
character. Three people with nothing in common will get
involved in a funny, boundless adventure, waiting for a bus
that...
Bus Stop is a show of great impact, amusing and ironic, the bus
stop becomes the arena of a circus in which juggling,
acrobatics and Chinese pole follow one another and merge.

The public will be touched by this performance and little by little
cut in on a dreamworld made of strong and fascinating
contrasts... coming to face the important adventure of life: to
discover the treasure hidden in the diversity of people.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

16:00 h
18:45 h

6/1 Bus Stop
6/1 Bus Stop

00:50 h
00:50 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

16:00 h
18:45 h

6/1 Bus Stop
6/1 Bus Stop

00:50 h
00:50 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

16:00 h
18:45 h

D/1 Bus Stop
D/1 Bus Stop

00:50 h
00:50 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

16:00 h
18:45 h

D/1 Bus Stop
D/1 Bus Stop

00:50 h
00:50 h

Grant Goldie
Noord-Ierland

www.grantgoldie.com

Grant Goldie has been juggling 24 years and performing for 18 years. He likes to juggle every day, or
he gets a bit depressed. Broccoli is good, and only 1 hour at a screen.
He tours Internationally, and for the most part performs at Street Theatre Festivals. He has won many
peoples choice awards on the street, and ‘Best Circus’ at Perth International Fringe Festival 2016 for
an indoor show.
The works he produces are usually non-verbal and highly skilled, with an element of clowning and
interactiveness sometimes.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Talk Monkey
0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
A wordless physical performance without subtitles.
A glimpse at a man who repurposes the prosaic for delight.
An eclectic mix of absurd storytelling, bowler padiddling,
and umbrella posturing.
Poetry in motion? Manipulation in its magnificence? A
Performance of prestidigitation?
This all translates as a beautiful, winsome, humorous, precise
piece of movement in all of its magical forms.

One man in harmony, and occasionally at odds, with the world
around him.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

16:30 h
18:30 h

12/1 Talk Monkey
12/1 Talk Monkey

00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

16:30 h
18:30 h

12/1 Talk Monkey
12/1 Talk Monkey

00:30 h
00:30 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

18:30 h

L/2 Talk Monkey

00:30 h

18:30 h

L/2 Talk Monkey

00:30 h

09/04/2017

Hotel iocandi
Spanje

www.lamaleta.cat

Hotel iocandi is born at the beginning of the year 2012, when Tomeu Amer and Griselda Juncà met
after having finished their training period at the Circus School Rogelio Rivel and after having
undertaken other projects (Tomeu with the company Trifaldó and Griselda finishing her training in
fixed trapeze at The Circus Space in London).
From this first meeting the short piece Esquerdes was born, and it was selected by the project
Camins Emergents 2013-2014. With this piece they have acted in several festivals in Catalonia,
Spain, France and Italy (Trapezi Reus, MAC Arts de Carrer, Européenne de cirque de Toulouse,
Bilboko Kalealdia, Curtcirckit, Kaldearte Vitoria, Festival Brocante, Mercat de les Flors… among
others).
At the beginning of 2013 the singer Joana Gomila joins the project and the three of them undertake
the creation of the long version of Esquerdes, premiered in October 2014 at the Festival Escena
Poblenou in Barcelona.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Esquerdes (félures)
0:20 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
“What is in the empty space between two pieces that do not fit?
A man and a women meet in a place. He climbs. She runs. Just
a simple movement... and the game can start.”
Esquerdes is a short performance which combines static
trapeze and acrobatic ladder through two moving bodies, in a
give-and-take game between the desire and the escape...

What happens when someone bursts in a space for the first
time? How does someone other’s presence transform or
console us? What does it remain of us in the spaces where we
have lived? With its own language between tragedy and
comedy, Hotel iocandi puts the circus technique and the life
music at the service of a universe full of questions about the
human being’s fragility.

normal program
day
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

date
07/04/2017

outdoor
hour

pitch

20:15 h

3/1 Esquerdes (félures)

00:20 h

17:30 h
20:15 h

3/1 Esquerdes (félures)
3/1 Esquerdes (félures)

00:20 h
00:20 h

09/04/2017

15:00 h
17:30 h

3/1 Esquerdes (félures)
3/1 Esquerdes (félures)

00:20 h
00:20 h

rain program
date

Friday

07/04/2017

Sunday

duration

08/04/2017

day

Saturday

performance / show

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

20:15 h

C/1 Esquerdes (félures)

00:20 h

17:30 h
20:15 h

C/1 Esquerdes (félures)
C/1 Esquerdes (félures)

00:20 h
00:20 h

15:00 h
17:30 h

C/1 Esquerdes (félures)
C/1 Esquerdes (félures)

00:20 h
00:20 h

08/04/2017

09/04/2017

Ici’bas
Zwitserland

www.lenvers-spectacle.com

The company Ici-bas was founded in 2015 by Mathias Reymond, a circus artist from Switzerland and
Christine Daigle, a contemporary dancer from Canada. The company, based in Switzerland, has the
project to promote the interdisciplinarity of the performing arts. For the first creation, the in situ
piece L’envers combines dance, circus and performance.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

L'envers
0:40 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
A glimpse of madness on the street corner. A circle of artificial
turf where an acrobat and a dancer take the space by inviting
the passerby to stop and take a deep breath of fresh air. A small
cozy area that recalls nature's serenity, in which we can freely
loose track of the rest of the flock. This meadow full of imagery
then becomes a battlefield as well as a playground. A spacetime between dog and wolf, between childhood and adulthood,
between creative and destructive impulses, between dance and
circus.

A story to drink standing up while lying on the grass.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:45 h
18:00 h

13/1 L'envers
13/1 L'envers

00:40 h
00:40 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:45 h
18:00 h

13/1 L'envers
13/1 L'envers

00:40 h
00:40 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:45 h

L/2 L'envers

00:40 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:45 h

L/2 L'envers

00:40 h

JAM
Spanje

http://www.jamweb.cat/

Jaume Jové, artistically known as Jam, was born in Lleida on April 3, 1979. He began his artistic
career in 2001 creating the comedians’ company Encara Farem Salat and the group Pastorets Rock
with Ferran Aixalà, Jordi Huete and Robert Riu. Formed in clown and buffoon by clowns and
pedagogues internationally recognized as Alex Navarro, Caroline Dream, Leo Bassi, Eric Davids,
Jesus Jara, Philipe Gaulier, Christian Atanasiu, Moshe Cohen, Avner Eisenberg, Jango Edwards...
With Encara Farem Salat he created different infantile spectacles and two spectacles of clown for
adults, one stage show and a street theatre show. At the same time they create a group of rock: the
“Pastorets Rock”. A musical proposal based on the most popular Catalan songs, adapted by the
company with paces and modern arrangements as funky, ska or hard rock.
In 2010, Jaume Jové, after years of working with different theatre companies, he decided to begin a
new solo project. This Project will be called JAM and bases his work on the clown and street theater.
He wins prizes as best show with Humortal in the Ansan Street Festival of Korea, Pom d’or, the first
Prize of the Jury with Minute in the festival of theatre of street Senseportes, best actor in the festival
of short films of New York, best actor in the festival of short films of Salzburg. He is also finalist with
the spectacle the Mêtre to the festival Gauklerfest of Koblenz (Germany).

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

El Mêtre
1:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
A table, two chairs, an umbrella, a coat rack, a mirror and a
meter, "Come and watch. I invite you to my world. "
El Mètre is a show that will transport you to the world of the
imagination, complicity, laughter, love, emotions, play and
tenderness.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:30 h
18:30 h

7/1 El Mêtre
7/1 El Mêtre

01:00 h
01:00 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:30 h
18:30 h

7/1 El Mêtre
7/1 El Mêtre

01:00 h
01:00 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

16:00 h
18:30 h

B/1 El Mêtre
B/1 El Mêtre

01:00 h
01:00 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

16:00 h
18:30 h

B/1 El Mêtre
El Mêtre

01:00 h
01:00 h

Jean Philippe Kikolas
Spanje

www.jeanphilippekikolas.com

It forms an autodidact, experimenting and discovering under the tutelage of different trainers and
performing artists in international career. Teatro La Gindalera (Madrid) Clown with Leo Bassi, Carlo
Colombaioni, Marcelo Katz, juggling with Iñaki Sastre, Victor Kee, Pass Out, Carampa (Madrid),
acrobatics and vertical with Martin Carella in Criollo Circus School (Buenos Aires) and various
related subjects, theater, masks, dance, acting, movement, magic, puppets, music ...

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Since 2007 collaborates with NGO Clowns Without Borders, making hospital visits-performances,
conferences and various expedition on Lebanon, Kosovo, Palestine ...
In 2010 he presented his one-man show SIN REMITE, where the circus and physical theater
combined, and which has participated in many festivals in Spain, Italy, Portugal, Belgium,
Netherlands, Austria ... He has received honors and awards at various festivals among them
MILANO CLOWN FESTIVAL.................. JURY PRIZE
MALABHARIA ........................................ BEST SHOW
MYAU FESTIVAL ................................... AUDIENCE AWARD
Sin Remite
0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
A circus theatre and physical comedy show.
A character without words who causes a wave of nostalgia.
A game with the scene, the objects and the audience.
With this premise of game SIN REMITE is introduced. Through
techniques as physical theatre, slapstick comedy or different
visual gags, SIN REMITE involves us in its particular world and
brings us closer to a profession that seems farther everyday.

Several circus techniques are used, such as free ladder, object
manipulation, bounce juggling and countless solutions for all
the conflicts set out, which will even push him to get into a
huge balloon.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:15 h
17:30 h

13/1 Sin Remite
13/1 Sin Remite

00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:15 h
17:30 h

13/1 Sin Remite
13/1 Sin Remite

00:30 h
00:30 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:15 h

L/2 Sin Remite

00:30 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:15 h

L/2 Sin Remite

00:30 h

kompanie Ofwel
België

www.kompanieofwel.be

In the spring of 2005 Racebob presented it’s first act. Their dodgem was a great success so they
decided to make a sequel.
Now they are a proper Company with nine different performances. They tour in Belgium and abroad:
the Netherlands, Spain, Germany, Austria and Switzerland.

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

Either they are lucky ...
Or they just bring quality.

Lucien
0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau

Lucien is a hedonist. Unfortunately he is confined to a
wheelchair.
Lucien is a remote controlled doll in a trolley, hears and sees
what happens around him and responds to that.
3 x 30 '

Marnix en Patriek
0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Marnickx and Patrick, two friends, had the idea to move to Ibiza.
They do this with their Zundapp.
Quite a long way, but they are in for it.
Help by the audience is appreciated
but whether they will get there, depends on the audience.
A walking act with moped

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

14:30 h
16:45 h
19:15 h

14/1 Marnix en Patriek
14/1 Lucien
13/1 Marnix en Patriek

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

14:30 h
16:45 h
19:15 h

14/1 Lucien
14/1 Marnix en Patriek
13/1 Lucien

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

14:30 h
16:45 h
19:15 h

L/2 Lucien
L/2 Lucien
L/2 Lucien

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

14:30 h
16:45 h
19:15 h

L/2 Lucien
L/2 Lucien
L/2 Lucien

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

Kuutenkidou (

)

Japan

www.kuutenkidou.com

Kuutenkidou was formed in 2015 by talented jugglers in Japan.
It aims to juggle something more than just mere entertainment.
Performed at Tokyo,Kyoto,Shizuoka,etc.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Ring the Bell
0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Ring the Bell is a combination between music and juggling.
Juggling rings and music bells are put together as one.
Three jugglers throw them each other and play a music at the
same time.
Its beautiful sound will be impressed the audience deeply.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:30 h
18:00 h

3/1 Ring the Bell
3/1 Ring the Bell

00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:30 h
18:00 h

3/1 Ring the Bell
3/1 Ring the Bell

00:30 h
00:30 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:30 h
18:00 h

A/2 Ring the Bell
A/2 Ring the Bell

00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:30 h
18:00 h

A/2 Ring the Bell
A/2 Ring the Bell

00:30 h
00:30 h

La Banda De Otro
Spanje

www.infoncundibles.com/la-bandade-otro

Nothing we know exactly about this band or the origin of its members. Closer to the legend than
reality, it is said among other things that its origin is somewhere Andaluisiana West. However, his
frequent runaways do not be easy to find in a particular place.
At an early age they run away with the circus, which could explain their malabarísticas skills, but for
some reason they decide to impersonate musicians. As if they were outlaws, they walk almost
always plotting a coup, coup that almost always ends up getting one of them ...

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Yee-Haw
0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Yee-Haw is an enthusiastic scream, an expression of joy, the
onomatopoeic sound of bliss which transports us to The Old
Wild West... in Andaluisiana.
They are about to deepen into a musical universe inspired by
country, ragtime and bluegrass sounds where La Banda de Otro
gives a concert... Quite a particular one, as it couldn't be
otherwise bearing in mind what its members are like. A circus
show where it becomes impossible to differentiate the
musicians from the jugglers from the clowns.

Living as outlaws, these people are always getting into
trouble...
It is said that they will use all their creative resources (which are
not few) to steal the public's laughs and make them the band's
accomplices.
There is not a big economic reward offered for their capture
however, the lucky ones who may see them during one of their
performances will enjoy some good chords, a big amount of
laughs, and a few other surprises...

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:15 h
17:15 h

12/1 Yee-Haw
12/1 Yee-Haw

00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:15 h
17:15 h

12/1 Yee-Haw
12/1 Yee-Haw

00:30 h
00:30 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

17:15 h

L/3 Yee-Haw

00:30 h

17:15 h

L/3 Yee-Haw

00:30 h

09/04/2017

La Trócola Circ
Spanje

www.latrocola.com

La Trócola Circ is a Circus company whose constant in their productions is the object research.
Attempt to maintain a constant renewal of ideas, investigate new languages and implement them in a
search that commitment to innovation.
In the last 3 years they have made 140 shows with their first production, Potted. This show made
them to be known and allowed them to act on important national and international fairs, which gave
them the opportunity to participate in many important festivals where they have shared their show
with audiences in different countries (Belgium, Holland, Italy, Germany, Brazil and Portugal).
After this period, they feel the need to return to the stage with something new, so that is how
Emportats born. They intend to continue with the seal of the company and bring a show of high
technical level, in which the attention to every detail is cared, trying to surprise and captivate the
viewer by originality. They remain committed to the objects research, its versatility and its decontextualization. Two new components join the team, with the aim of including live
music at their shows. Thus, the team grows, consolidates and the collective work begins to become
really important, finding a new and personal way to work.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Potted
0:35 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
An unique and original show, based on the research of space,
objects, structures and rhythm. The intention is to put in crisis
the direction of the object to reach its essence, through circus
disciplines, creating a direct communication with the audience,
full of great visual impact. This proposal, seeks common points
between: sculptural harmony and chaos, static and dynamic,
artificial and organic, gravity and weightlessness, the
boundaries of the object and people, and the unlimited … all it
on stage, in the form of entertainment, visual poetry.

Emportats
0:40 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Emportats is a Circus show for every audience. It is based in
the combination among different disciplines as: acrobatics,
juggling, live music and object research, in this case, Doors.
Open, close, the visible and the invisible are ideas that emerge
constantly in this work since different points of view like,
humour, poetry or imposing images.
It is a show were coordination, precision and energy, which
overcome the established limits, assuming that indifference is
not between the options of Emportats.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

16:00 h
18:45 h

8/1 Emportats
8/1 Emportats

00:40 h
00:40 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

16:00 h
18:45 h

8/1 Potted
8/1 Potted

00:35 h
00:35 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

16:00 h
18:45 h

H/1 Emportats
H/1 Emportats

00:40 h
00:40 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

16:00 h
18:45 h

H/1 Potted
H/1 Potted

00:35 h
00:35 h

Lotta & Stina
Spanje

www.rola-on-bola.com

Lotta and Stina began working together on the rola-bola in 2001, while performing with a youth
circus in Finland. They spent three years perfecting their technique at the prestigious and
demanding Ecole Supérieure des Artsdu Cirque in Brussels, from where they graduated in 2008.
Since then, they have worked for example in the Wintergarten Variety, Krystallpalast Variete, Circus
Flic Flac, Palais Im Park -dinner show, and Oh la la -production from Rolf and Gregory Knie and
Buskers Bern street music festival. They also created and produced together with Kimmo Hietanen
the street-theatre show “Play: Time” and the variety show “Ladies’ Room” performed in the
Krystallpalast Variety.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Just an ordinary day
0:25 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Imagine two women performing astonishing partner acrobatics,
without even the stability of the ground beneath their feet. On
the rola-bola, balance becomes imbalance in a fraction of a
second. But these girls won’t just surprise you with their
graceful power and innovative technique – they’ll charm you
with their 50’s looks and leave you asking for more!

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:00 h
17:15 h

15/1 Just an ordinary day
15/1 Just an ordinary day

00:25 h
00:25 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:00 h
17:15 h

15/1 Just an ordinary day
15/1 Just an ordinary day

00:25 h
00:25 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:00 h
17:15 h

O/1 Just an ordinary day
O/1 Just an ordinary day

00:25 h
00:25 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:00 h
17:15 h

O/1 Just an ordinary day
O/1 Just an ordinary day

00:25 h
00:25 h

Lyapunov - stability in motion
België

http://lyapunov.be/

Lyapunov was founded on the first of October 2014 by Johan Wuyts. It is evolved from a passion of
rope walking and the idea that rope walking is a skill that can be tought.
In that sense, Johan Wuyts teaches several circus schools in Flanders and gives initiations,
workshops and classes in tightrope. The term includes tightrope balancing on ropes, slacklines,
cables, ... and thus the circus disciplines: slack rope, slackline, cable and funambule.
Members of Lyapunov are skilled in all forms and can’t recognize their limits in their ability (in the
sense that they are proficient in high wire - funambule on high - and highline - slackline at height
between peaks or buildings -).
The core of the team consists of:
- Bart Minnebo (with Belgian record holder 250m longline), allround tightrope walker (slack rope,
slackline, cable, funambule) and rigger of all that can be balanced.
- Violaine Peeters (training in theater and psychology), funambuliste of a high-level, circus teacher
and rigster (includes a crossing of the Seine in Paris on her CV).
- Johan Wuyts (training circus teacher and Doctor of Psychology), allround tightrope walker (slack
rope, slackline, cable and funambule) and rigger of all that can be balanced.

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

'Koorddansen voor en door het volk' (funambule
wateroversteek)
0:45 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
The team of Lyapunov offers amazing water crossings for lay
people (young and old) “Tight rope walking for and by the
people”. Prior to the festival, they train people from the region
to make this crossing during the festival. During the festival
spectators can come and look at the whole setup and admire
how the participants do it.
Hereby they want to show that tightrope, isn’t only talent or
learned from childhood-off-on, but is also a skill that everyone
can learn.

The team of Lyapunov are professional tightrope walkers, who
know exactly how everything has to be set up and they may
also provide spectacle during the crossing with if requiered an
overnight crossing.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:00 h
17:00 h
19:00 h

5/2 'Koorddansen voor en door het volk' (funambule wateroversteek)
5/2 'Koorddansen voor en door het volk' (funambule wateroversteek)
5/2 'Koorddansen voor en door het volk' (funambule wateroversteek)

00:45 h
00:45 h
00:45 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:00 h
17:00 h
19:00 h

5/2 'Koorddansen voor en door het volk' (funambule wateroversteek)
5/2 'Koorddansen voor en door het volk' (funambule wateroversteek)
5/2 'Koorddansen voor en door het volk' (funambule wateroversteek)

00:45 h
00:45 h
00:45 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

MattatoioSospeso
Frankrijk

www.mattatoio.org

MATTATOIO SOSPESO is a flying company founded by Marco Mannucci in 2006, working each time
thanks to the encounter of other artists. Climbing, acrobatics, street theatre, theatre, out of the
ordinary Poetics and circus are some of its principal ingredients. Remembering the suspended views
of Chagall, Mattatoio becomes airborne to fly on the façade of towers, palaces, castles. Every time it
invents new performances dedicated to the architecture that “houses” it and turns this alternative
space in a theatre. The suspended, the suspension is the non-place where the law of gravity breaks.
This takes the public and the architecture, the object of performance, into another dimension. A
dream-like dimension where everything can happen, there are no rules: you fly, you daydream.
Participation at foreign festivals:
Fiesta del Pilar (Zaragoza) - Esbaiolat festival esterri d’aneu (Catalunya)
Nuit blache 59 Rivoli (Paris) - Fete de la musique 59 rivoli (Paris)
Aurillac (France) - Theater aan Twater (Belgium)
Fira Mediterrania (Catalunya) - - Chalon Dans La rue (France) - Teatre Panova (Russie)

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Tu me fais tourner la tête
0:55 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
On stage an old Chagall, the end will be the beginning.
A man who eternally try to find his love painted on the
“Promenade” but he can not, there is no longer her, with her it
was over. And then perhaps in dreams it becomes possible
pursuit, recreate that love.
But dreams often turn into nightmares. Our old Chagall
becomes puppeteer, builder of his dream itself.
A melancholy demiurge of a fun dream where he meets Bella
and her alter ego, the young Chagall.

Or maybe there is still a perpetual flight… perhaps because the
loss is not the end but a new beginning…
New Creation Freely inspired by Chagall flying lover painting.
To discover love through flying acrobatic like a never ending
dream. To tap in flight the poetry of love and dreams.
A show built for images aimed at children and adults from 6
years and over. Unspoken Playing time 1h.

normal program
day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

outdoor
hour

pitch

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

Sunday

duration

20:15 h

1/1 Tu me fais tourner la tête

00:55 h

20:15 h

1/1 Tu me fais tourner la tête

00:55 h

19:00 h

1/1 Tu me fais tourner la tête

00:55 h

rain program
day

performance / show

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

20:15 h

A/2 Tu me fais tourner la tête

00:55 h

20:15 h

A/2 Tu me fais tourner la tête

00:55 h

19:00 h

A/2 Tu me fais tourner la tête

00:55 h

08/04/2017

09/04/2017

Merci Madame
België

www.mercimadame.be

Merci Madame was founded in 2015 by Jean-François Geubel (Cie d'Outre-Rue – street theater), Mirj
("Musée International du Rateau the Jardinage) Trivelin (folk and medieval music) Coïncidence
(French songs), MIM ( Musée des Instruments de Musique Bruxelles) ... with the intention to reveal
different artistic forms: street theater, photography, objects, music, exhibitions, museums, dance, ...
The most important setting is the street. That’s where the people live.
The audience will discover a different way to see the things that surround us and this through
interactive and / or quirky exhibitions. It is street theater where the audience is the artist through
musical interpretations… always with the intention to look at things in a different perspective.
Aesthetics, fun, curiosity and self-will are present.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Tact'ils
0:45 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
A solo street theater performance, mobile, without words,
burlesque and emotional.
A man in his fifties, alone, vulnerable, is searching to share a
moment of happiness.
He is also looking for his way, his dog and his beauty. Those
who have eyes for him. He has your faith, his white cane and a
bouquet in his hands. Floral art is his way to say "thank you" to
say "hello" and to say "who are you".

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

14:30 h
17:45 h

13/1 Tact'ils
13/1 Tact'ils

00:45 h
00:45 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

14:30 h
17:45 h

13/1 Tact'ils
13/1 Tact'ils

00:45 h
00:45 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

17:45 h

L/3 Tact'ils

00:45 h

17:45 h

L/3 Tact'ils

00:45 h

09/04/2017

Nieuw Lef
Nederland

www.nieuwlef.nl

In 1990 Arjen Gerritsen founded Nieuw Lef, a collaboration with various actors where various
humorous shows were produced. First in the Nieuw Lef palace; the smallest theater in the
Netherlands and later in caravans so they could travel around and reach a larger audience with their
performance. As a professional, New Lef has been producing short shows for more than 15 years.
These are refreshing, sometimes satirical, sometimes slightly spiritual, every time full of humor.
Starting from Dutch performances are translated into English, German and soon in French and
played at various festivals in Europe. The performances that are still being played: Wonderful, Jesus
Miracle Lab, Mirlen's Mad Ride and The Funny Freak Show.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

The Funny Freak Show
4:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Now that wild animals are forbidden in the circus and cultural
grants are no longer provided, The Funny Freak has found the
solution to this problem. You can watch the first mandatory
public application-round circus clown for long-term
unemployed. A hilarious family show of 13 minutes with an
extra satirical twist for adults. Sit down in one of the 22
spacious seats in the Funny Freak Temple and watch the
performance , Clown Pep '.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:00 h

14/1 The Funny Freak Show

04:00 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:00 h

14/1 The Funny Freak Show

04:00 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Originally Fake
Nederland

www.originallyfake.com

Originally Fake brings contemporary dance on the ground and in the air.
Since 2004, they perform home and abroad with acts and performances led by the Belgian Femke
Luyckx.
Femke works as a performer with choreographers such as Jonathan Lunn, Amir Hosseinpour,
Philippe Giraudeau, Satya Roosen and Anne Teresa De Keersmaeker.
As assistant choreographer and consultant contortions with the National Opera & Ballet
(Amsterdam) and as an assistant director at OPERA2DAY (The Hague).
As a choreographer and performer she realized with Originally Fake: Personal Branding, Souffle Moi,
À l'envers, Mr. Davis & Me, deladanse and Nona.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Nona
0:10 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau

A presentation in the eye of the storm
that are our thoughts.
Stillness.
Endless,
as a mirror in a mirror.

deladanse
0:12 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Everything is danceable. At all places, for all occasions, in all
ways. No matter where and when. There are no conditions. With
much or little dancers. Either in a confined or big space. Under
bridges, in the water. Between activities, at the table, on a boat,
in a garden, on a balcony. With a work of art, in the sea, a park,
in the morning in a misty field. In consultation with all the
dancers led by Femke, each performance is created on the
location, a day in advance.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:45 h
18:15 h

8/1 deladanse
8/1 Nona

00:12 h
00:10 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:45 h
18:15 h

8/1 deladanse
8/1 Nona

00:12 h
00:10 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Pablo Cool & Dimitri
Spanje

www.pablosuperstar.com

Pablo Muñoz and Iván Prado join their talents in this show. Pablo Muñoz is "Pablo Superstar Cool
and Iván Prado Dimitri.
Graduated from the School of Drama of Madrid and Ècole Philippe Gaulier in London. Awarded the
"Golden Nose" of the XIV International Clown Festival of Madrid 2009 and awarded of the Public at
the Festiclown Galicia 2016.
They have participated in festivals in Brazil, Mexico, Peru, Colombia, Costa Rica, Germany, Scotland,
Switzerland, etc.
With Pallasos en Rebeldía carried out solidarity actions in Refugee Camps: Calais, Idomeni,
Palestina, Lebanon. Indigenous communities: Mexico, Brazil, etc.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Pablo Cool & Dimitri
0:45 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Clown, magic, absurd and a lot of stupidity.
Pablo Superstar Cool begins his amazing magic show, but his
new assistant Dimitri does not understand anything, creating
completely stupid situations.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

16:00 h
18:15 h

4/2 Pablo Cool & Dimitri
4/2 Pablo Cool & Dimitri

00:45 h
00:45 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

16:00 h
18:15 h

4/2 Pablo Cool & Dimitri
4/2 Pablo Cool & Dimitri

00:45 h
00:45 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

16:00 h
18:15 h

E/2 Pablo Cool & Dimitri
E/2 Pablo Cool & Dimitri

00:45 h
00:45 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

16:00 h
18:15 h

E/2 Pablo Cool & Dimitri
E/2 Pablo Cool & Dimitri

00:45 h
00:45 h

Pizza Mama Marina
België

www.pizzamamamarina.com

Mama Marina is a food truck concept invented by Manoe Frateur. With more than 25 years of
experience in street- and theater projects and a passion for cooking, he presents this act to the
general public.
Manoe and colleagues are masters in motivating the audience. The decor brings the atmosphere and
warmth that you can expect of this show.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Actors: Manoe Frateur, Dries Desmet Alain Rinckhout, Roger Baum, Jo Jochems
Musicians: Lieven De Maesschalck (accordion, guitar), Frederik Huys (piano, guitar), Danny Heylen
(accordion DECAP)

pizza Mama Marina
2:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Mama Marina is a mobile, authentic pizza restaurant. It is a very
cozy and warm Italian decor where the wood oven is key. The
Vespa tricycle and vintage kitchen provide a congenial
environment. Passionate actors stand in for a smooth and
original service. No one will forget their visit to this restaurant.
Not only the exceptional service but also the sensational flavor
of this pizza will leave an big impression. A must-see on any
event.

Today is the festive opening and guests can enjoy a free visit to
the restaurant.
There are a lot of pizzas on the menu ....
In reality there is only one kind of pizza.
The guests actually choose every time another act. Which often
delivers festive, hilarious, sad, ... moments.
We play this act continuously with three actors and a musician.
An ongoing theatrical pizza restaurant.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

16:00 h

4/1 pizza Mama Marina

02:00 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

16:00 h

4/1 pizza Mama Marina

02:00 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Productions en zonen ( + Bolwerk productie)
België

www.productionsenzonen.be

https://www.facebook.
com/productionsenzonen/

Productions and sons brings theater in many forms. Inspiring, creating atmosphere, public-oriented
and interactive. With a humorous spiciness and a touch of poetry. For this production they create a
new concept with Anderdaags and get their inspiration of the interaction with man/woman. All of this
in an amazing décor.

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

Bandido (festival met bandjes)
1:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Bandido (a festival with music-bands)
A festival in your festival! Because festivals are fun!
Bandido is a music festival with bands from all kinds of work.
From metal to opera, from cabaret to boyband, from
UterusRock to Tankiller, from Uncle Daddy's Country Band to
DJ Deure,
with meet and greets, festival camping, dance coaching
and singer-songwriter tent where every visitor can start his
showbiz career.

Bandido is a concept of Productions and sons.
On the City Of Wings, they bring for the first time a shortened
version of Bandido.
Actors/musicians:
Antje Cochuyt, Hector Mari, Iris Thissen, Merle Idris, Micha
Vandendriessche, Mout Uyttersprot, Peter Dekeyser, Sarah
Beel, Sebastiaan Tillie, Steven Sarrazijn, Teun De Veught,
Thomas Logghe, Virginie Allard, Wouter Verdegem

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

14:30 h
17:00 h

2/1 Bandido (festival met bandjes)
2/1 Bandido (festival met bandjes)

01:30 h
01:30 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

14:30 h
17:00 h

2/1 Bandido (festival met bandjes)
2/1 Bandido (festival met bandjes)

01:30 h
01:30 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

14:30 h
17:00 h

B/1 Bandido (festival met bandjes)
B/1 Bandido (festival met bandjes)

01:30 h
01:30 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

14:30 h
17:00 h

B/1 Bandido (festival met bandjes)
B/1 Bandido (festival met bandjes)

01:30 h
01:30 h

Quetzalcoatl
Mexico

www.facebook.
com/quetzalcoatlfuego3/

Quetzalcoatl was born in Puebla, Mexico, in 2000 as an Afro-Cuban percussions ensemble.
In the year 2001 the group starts experimenting music together with fire, theatre and dance, creating
a personal style of artistic expression and performing at many festivals all over the Mexican
Republic.
In the year 2002, the introduction of Mexican Aztec musical instruments, culture and rituals defines
their intention of expressing, transmitting and assimilating the union of rhythm, fire and earth.
Quetzalcoatl emanates energy and connects all the human senses leading the spectator out of time.
Quetzalcoatl are Francisco Vélez Cosgalla (dancer, coreographer, percussionist), Aníbal Canolik
(percussionist and drummer) & Raúl Somarriba Hernández (actor, percussionist, drummer).

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Ritual De Fuego
0:40 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
In the silence of the heartbeat of the Earth sets the rhythm of
life.
In the beginning it was all darkness until man discovered fire.
In the darkness of the principle of the times , three characters
Indians of the jungle , create a single ritual.
With instruments used in the Aztec culture, the masters in the
Percussion and Dance Theater, offer us a story full of symbols
and action.

The ritual ends at the moment more explosive , people can feel
a return of the time and meditate on the importance of the
healing of the fire

normal program
day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

outdoor
hour
pitch
performance / show
22:00 h
9/1 Ritual De Fuego

22:00 h

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

00:40 h

9/1 Ritual De Fuego

rain program
day

duration

00:40 h

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

RavArt
Nederland

www.totaaltheater.com

www.ravart.nl

The off-stage theater RavArt was founded two years ago by Femke Ravensbergen from Amsterdam.
After she graduated in 2005 at the theater academy ArtEZ in Zwolle she played in street theater and
music shows like Close Act, Aardlek, The 5th Quarter / The Caravan (Titia Bouwmeester) and
Amarins & le gatte negre. For her series of performances she played with the elderly gentlemen Tom,
Tom and Tom Femke worked with Suzanne Bakker (Golden Palace). Actresses Inge Voskamp (Polish
Fish and Merkx and Dancers) and Sophie Bakker (Mr. Otto) joined the team. Last summer the mobile
act Tom, Tom & the Bombardon played throughout the Netherlands and Belgium and won the 3rd
prize at the international street theater festival in Meppel. This fall, the twins are getting a little
brother and are the humorous characters of the 20-minutes street theater show "Tom, Tom, Tom &
The Great Striptease Show.”

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Tom, Tom & de Bombardon
0:30 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
"Tom and Tom are old. So old that they no longer know how old
they are. Armed with a Bombardon containing a rotary-organ
they scour the streets and squares. They play their songs for
old people, youngsters, beautiful women and rascals. Don’t be
surprised if they do a dance with you.”
Tom, Tom & the Bombardon is a physical mask representation.
Directed by Craig Weston the actors worked on a mobile
(elderly) duo who go cheerful through life.

Under the motto "we must and can do everything, because
tomorrow we die," the men go down the street full of
confidence. The game elements are provided by the public or
the location and converted into improvising scenes.
With a giant tuba and a suitcase with sheet music they stroll
over sidewalk edges, steps and other barriers like other 100year-olds. For some, they open their suitcase and they can
choose a sheet.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

14:30 h
17:00 h
19:15 h

15/1 Tom, Tom & de Bombardon
15/1 Tom, Tom & de Bombardon
13/1 Tom, Tom & de Bombardon

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

14:30 h
17:00 h
19:15 h

15/1 Tom, Tom & de Bombardon
15/1 Tom, Tom & de Bombardon
13/1 Tom, Tom & de Bombardon

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

14:30 h
17:00 h
19:15 h

L/2 Tom, Tom & de Bombardon
L/2 Tom, Tom & de Bombardon
L/2 Tom, Tom & de Bombardon

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

14:30 h
17:00 h
19:15 h

L/2 Tom, Tom & de Bombardon
L/2 Tom, Tom & de Bombardon
L/2 Tom, Tom & de Bombardon

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

restvorm
Nederland

http://www.restvorm.nl/tetratinus/

RestForm is the new name of the duo Karin Arts and Richard Cousin. With their energy they want to
launch new shows, recycling art and special projects.
In every day life, Richard and Karen are a family with two kids, a dog and a cat. It is impossible for
them to keep work and private life separated so they choose to live like they work.
Restvorm is a family business where everything and everyone is used to achieve the best results.
Restvorm stands for recycling and reshaping residual materials. But Restvorm is also the use of
visual and conceptual holes of observation. These holes are filled with humor and magic. The
visitor, that also participates in their show, gets to see this reversal of facts in a pleasant way.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Tetra Town
5:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Tetra-Town is a hangout place for all ages. It is a theatrical
recycle world where everything is made of Tetra-packs; empty
cartons.
You can sit in a Tetra-beachchair and chill under the Tetraparasol to enjoy the special Tetra-atmosphere.
And at the Tetra-terrace, you will hear cozy country tunes
played on an old-fashioned pickup.

Any visitor of the Tetra-village can make its own hat or cap with
the professional guidance of the Tetra-workers. With this hat,
they can take the Tetra-vibe along the festival site.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

14:45 h

14/2 Tetra Town

05:00 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

14:45 h

14/2 Tetra Town

05:00 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Roxana
Duitsland

www.roxanacircusartist.com

Roxana Küwen, born in 1989 in Northern Germany, graduated in 2013 at Fontys Academy for Circus
and Performance Art in Tilburg, Netherlands. In her second study year she specialized in static
trapeze and foot juggling. Roxana likes to take her audience into her world and make them be
astonished, confused or amazed by playing with categories and presence.
Apart from that she likes to put her disciplines in various contexts and to work side-specificly,
performing for diverse and different audiences.
Roxana teaches trapeze with a focus on movement research and creativity. Having developed a very
personal style and way of working she aims to encourage students to find their own body language
and expression in circus. Improvisations and methodic movement research make the students aware
of the huge range of possibilities that can either lead to new techniques or artistic work on acts. In
juggling workshops she gives an introduction to foot juggling and antipodism. Also, the use of foot
juggling in every one’s individual way of juggling and the potential of juggling to create movement
and theatrical phrases are explored.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Shift
0:20 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
"Shift" is a multidisciplinary circus performance that aims to
take the audience on a journey being poetic and surreal but
close to every day life.
It tells the story of a girl that seems to live a normal life but that
discovers more and more the pleasure of not fulfilling her own
and society’s expectations. On a very visual level it deals with
categories and norms inviting the audience to question their
own perception.

The clear and honest use of the circus techniques static
trapeze, ball manipulation and foot juggling as well as elements
of performance art make it a poetic and thoughtful but at the
same time self-ironic and funny performance.

This performance can be played outdoor! Because of the
possibility to have cold weather in april, we placed this
show indoor.

normal program
day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

outdoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

21:45 h

1/1 Shift

00:20 h

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:00 h
17:30 h
21:45 h

1/1 Shift
1/1 Shift
1/1 Shift

00:20 h
00:20 h
00:20 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:00 h
17:30 h

1/1 Shift
1/1 Shift

00:20 h
00:20 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

07/04/2017

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

21:45 h

A/2 Shift

00:20 h

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:00 h
17:30 h
21:45 h

A/2 Shift
A/2 Shift
A/2 Shift

00:20 h
00:20 h
00:20 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:00 h
17:30 h

A/2 Shift
A/2 Shift

00:20 h
00:20 h

Rufino Clown
Italië

https://lufficioincredibile.wordpress.
com

Roberto Di Lernia was born in Milan in 1965. He’s Rufino Clown since 1992.
Theatre and street performer with his character and his shows: “Rufino Clown”, “Tagle Forti”,
“Strasordine” and many others.
He performed in festivals, theatres and streets in Italy, Europe and more than 20 countries all over
the world.
He studied with Jean Paul Denizon, Fratelli Colombaioni, Mark Eriksson, Jango Edwards, Jean
Menigault, Pierre Byland, Eric De Bont, Jonny Melville, Rita Pelusio.
He collaborated with Girovago e Rondella Family Theatre, Ambrogio Sparagna and The Bosio Big
Band.
Since 2003 he’s part of the project “Giullari Senza Frontiere” that tries to bring smiles to the most
far and suffering parts of the World.
Since 2010 he’s part of the Catalan company TrikiTrek with the shows “Blue Moon” (2012) and “Isla
Mosquito” (2011)
He also appears in “Pinocchio” by Roberto Benigni
Always traveling he sometimes lives in Tuscany.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Fausto Barile
0:20 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Pop-up Theatre (Italy)
Fausto Barile is a fantastic character that hides something
special inside. Don't be afraid, he's always willing to show you
his magical inner world.
If Pirandello said that we all wear a mask every day to act in
life's comedy, then Fausto can assure that, as well as the
thousands of characters we have inside us, there is also a
whole theatre! We all know that inside our stomachs there is a
boiling pot of thoughts, fears, moods and emotions.

Fausto prefers to open his belly rather than his mouth; he
unbuttons his coat and shirt to spread his belly wide open and
reveal there's a theatre with audience, stage, and lighting!
And the show? An "offspring" of curiosities, attractions,
comical and poetic everyday actions: the Inside Theatre. (Jonah
escaped after three days in the whale's stomach. Fausto will
keep you just a few minutes, in a small quiet corner he will take
you to another world).

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

14:30 h
17:00 h
19:15 h

15/1 Fausto Barile
15/1 Fausto Barile
13/1 Fausto Barile

00:20 h
00:20 h
00:20 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

14:30 h
17:00 h
19:15 h

15/1 Fausto Barile
15/1 Fausto Barile
13/1 Fausto Barile

00:20 h
00:20 h
00:20 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

14:30 h
17:00 h
19:15 h

L/2 Fausto Barile
L/2 Fausto Barile
L/2 Fausto Barile

00:20 h
00:20 h
00:20 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

14:30 h
17:00 h
19:15 h

L/2 Fausto Barile
L/2 Fausto Barile
L/2 Fausto Barile

00:20 h
00:20 h
00:20 h

Sacred Places
België

www.sacredplaces.be

Sacred Places is a stage, where men and women, skills and disciplines are brought together.
Starting from ‘a dream’ or ‘a particular idea’, we create with this 'ensemble' a unique project on an
inspiring location.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Sacred Places conceives original concepts and creates made-to-measure multidisciplinary projects.
In inspiring locations they develop events and comprehensive productions with professionals and
amateurs from various disciplines. They are open to collaborate with local participants.

Two Boxes
4:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
BOX ONE: "FaceMappingSelfies"
FaceMappingSelfies is an interactive light and video
installation. In the box masks are projected. Spectators choose
their masks, take a position so that the projection of the masks
on their face fits and then they take a selfie. The masks are
arranged by theme, those themes are adapted to the theme of
the festival.

BOX TWO: "MatchBox"
Matchbox is a pool of fire performers, selected by authenticity
and originality. With these performers, they create customised
projects. At urban- and park festivals where the audience stick
to a trail, they bring continuous performances on different
places. During Gevleugelde Stad the continuous performances
of MatchBox will be adapted to the themes of the masks of the
FaceMappingSelfies box.

normal program
day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

outdoor
hour

pitch

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

duration

21:00 h

2/2 Two Boxes

04:00 h

21:00 h

2/2 Two Boxes

04:00 h

rain program
day

performance / show

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Shakti Olaizola
Spanje

www.shaktiolaizola.com

Shakti Olaizola was born on September, 1987 in Gipuzkoa. She's licensed in Fine Art. In 2006 she
started to learn different circus disciplines. She trained mostly contortion, acrobatic dance and
clown with Ane Miren, Lucio Baglivo and Lila Monti.
She has been member of Disparate Company and has participate in projects with “Neska kabaret”
and "Plataforma Tirante" and “Zirkun Zirko” also in Basque Country.
In 2012 she created her own company and an individual act called “Irakurtzen”. With this act she has
been working in places like France and many places around Spain.
In 2013 she started creating "Irakurriz" and received the support of Pyrénées de Cirque project to do
a residence with Lucio Baglivo in La Grainerie, Toulouse. She showed for the first time in Umore
Azoka Street Theatre Festival in Leioa. After she has been in several festivals in Spain, Italy, France,
Colombia and Ecuador.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Irakurriz
0:30 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
We get immerse in a, quite peculiar, girl's world. Throw her
reading, she bring as in the different chapters of a
story full of memories, discoveries, reflections,
dreams,... Throw situations and objects that she finds in
her path she discovers her self and shares her stories
with us.
Daily actions and objects will turn into game, challenge
and delight with the movement, voice, balance, dance
and contortion. How will finish this trip?

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:00 h
17:00 h

16/1 Irakurriz
16/1 Irakurriz

00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:00 h
17:00 h

16/1 Irakurriz
16/1 Irakurriz

00:30 h
00:30 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:00 h
17:00 h

P/1 Irakurriz
P/1 Irakurriz

00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:00 h
17:00 h

P/1 Irakurriz
P/1 Irakurriz

00:30 h
00:30 h

Sky Motion
Nederland

www.sky-motion.nl

Sky Motion is a new company from Doetinchem with young members between 15 and 25 years. Last
year, they started the production of vertical dance performances. The dancers all have an acrobatic
past and now have formed the vertical dance company Skymotion in association with an
experienced technician. They differentiate themselves from the other acts because they are a dance
company only with younkers between 15 and 25 years old.

nieuw talent / new
talent / talent
nouveau

As wall dancers they perform vertical acts on buildings, churches and factory walls. The wall is their
stage. On these walls they perform their acrobatically and artful dance styles out of: a combination
of elegant movements, acrobatics, illuminated costumes, light and projected visuals on these walls.

Escaping Gravity
0:15 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
A show about the contrast between freedom and captivity. Free
floating or bounded to gravity. High in the sky dancers seem to
be free as a bird, but even here gravity has a grip on their
bodies. A love-hate relationship with what holds our feet on the
ground.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

16:30 h
19:00 h

13/1 Escaping Gravity
13/1 Escaping Gravity

00:15 h
00:15 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

16:30 h
19:00 h

13/1 Escaping Gravity
13/1 Escaping Gravity

00:15 h
00:15 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Slagmanproducties
Duitsland

www.slagmanproducties.nl

Slagmanproductions is a theater company with more than 20 years experience in street theater,
location theater and indoor theater. In these 20 years multiple successful productions were created.
The Slagmanproductions follow the personal development of its founder and are therefore all
different in form and content. The performances range from visual (object theater), physical theater
to classical drama. It is accessible for all ages. Slagman uses theater as "entertainment". One of the
major goals in the work of Slagman Productions is to use theater as a medium, so that people
(spectator / public) recognize themself and see and confirme in their human manifestations. It isn’t
only an escape from reality and as entertainment but also as a means for meeting and celebration of
life in all its diversity.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Grashoppers Shop
0:50 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Inspired by "the luck of the grasshopper ' by writer Toon
Tellegen, the players travel with the audience through the huge
shop of this small insect. Drawers, closets, basements, halls,
attics, rooms with all the stuff we need. You can find everything
in this shop. Socks, pens, hats, cakes, ladders, chairs, ink and
unwritten letters are examples of the very ordinary things that
one can buy here (without paying).

But also sadness, melancholy, boldness, desserts, mountain
landscapes and especially adventures can be obtained in larger
or smaller packages. Only the Sun and the Moon and the Stars
are not for sale.
Together with a child Jaap Slagman dives into an adventure.
Nothing is certain.
While you wait for your turn to act, an ever-present butler
serves a cardboard cup of tea. Nothing is real in this show but
can be interpreted as real!

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

14:45 h
17:00 h
20:15 h

8/1 Grashoppers Shop
8/1 Grashoppers Shop
8/1 Grashoppers Shop

00:50 h
00:50 h
00:50 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

14:45 h
17:00 h

8/1 Grashoppers Shop
8/1 Grashoppers Shop

00:50 h
00:50 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Straattheater Krijmfresj
België

www.mondria.be

Peter Gusta has been a professional in fire shows and street theater for a decade.
In 2011, together with Stefan Paridaen, he established 'Street theater Krijmfersj'. (with fire shows)
In the show 'Mondria', a new creative collaboration originated with live musician Kanza Mees. Kanza
Mees already performed a live musical show on the Winged City of 2013 that left a big impression on
Ypres.
Armed with his loop station and more than 10 instruments he knows to combine ethnic styles and
cinematic sounds in a live accompaniment that supports the fire and can sometimes takes a leading
role in this show.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Peter and Kanza know how to create a nice mix between impressive fire techniques and the pure
simplicity and beauty of fire and music.

Muzikaal Vuurspektakel Mondria
0:30 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
A mysterious encounter between cinematic sounds and
conjuring fire. Or how a live musician and fire man take you in
their nocturnal world full of strange sounds and dancing
flames.
This presentation includes many high-fire techniques including
fire eating, fire breathing, palm fire, fire-fly, poi, fire staff,
buugeng ... And all of this will be brought in a very mystical
atmosphere.

This atmosphere is created by adaptive lighting, fog machine,
flame throwers, and especially for this show composed music
with live musicians.
Duration: 30 min
They provide all technique. (Black tent, music system, lighting
and flamethrowers)

normal program
day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

outdoor
hour
pitch
performance / show
21:15 h
4/2 Muzikaal Vuurspektakel Mondria
23:00 h
4/2 Muzikaal Vuurspektakel Mondria

rain program
day

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

duration
00:30 h
00:30 h

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Superhallo
Nederland

www.superhallo.nl

Superhallo makes sensory installations and mini-performances that invite the visitor for a personal
adventure. You step into a sunny world where everyday rituals are transformed into miraculous
events. The light-surreal world of Superhallo has already produced several installations. They are
each in their own way the stage for an interactive experience full of surprises. Every story has a
tasteful climax that will send you back to reality with a big smile.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Martijn Jansen and Selina Houwing, creators of Superhallo, travel to festivals, parks and village
squares both at home and abroad. Their compact feel-good installations look great and make the
public curious from the first glance. Their productions are international hits. Language is no barrier
since the story is told in a universal language of image, sound, smell and taste. Through their
intimate and disarming charm the installations are popular with both young and old.

DJ Frietmachine
2:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
DJ French Fry Machine is probably the most swinging potato
installation that exists.
He observes, weighs, measures and examines whether you
match your potato. If so, he plays a groovy record customized
to your potato when it is fried.
When the song is over, the fries are ready!

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

14:30 h
17:45 h

14/1 DJ Frietmachine
14/1 DJ Frietmachine

02:00 h
02:00 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

14:30 h
17:45 h

14/1 DJ Frietmachine
14/1 DJ Frietmachine

02:00 h
02:00 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Swoolish-garage
Nederland

www.swoolish-garage.nl

What's that about?, It's actually not a garage, well, we do work within an old garage, but we don't
work on cars, we do work on atmosphere. Which can be about a car though, but in another way, as
to speak..We build installations, musical living-rooms, theatrical wellness, baths on wheels, a rubber
duck fountain, rock&roll vespa's, shape, form, materials, everything is melted into the right set-up, in
which we always search to a special atmoshere, with music or the materials used.
Swoolish garage excists already 10 years and has work together with many partners, much of them
are theater or musical festivals within Europe.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

De Swoolish garage is build&owned by Daan & Milena.
Together with our team: Casper, Jaap, Jeroen, Jacco and Nelleke we are: Swoolish-garage.

Aquaduck
1:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Is it a fountain? Not just! Is it a light show? Absolutely! Is it
interactive? Of course it is! It’s: Aquaduck
Move up to this mountainous statue of rubber duckies galore
and a smile will etch itself onto your face. To call Aquaduck
simply ‘a water and light installation’, is to do it injustice;
Aquaduck is a festival to the senses! Why? It streams water in
choreographically mesmerising patterns.

It’s equipped with buttons to turn viewers into performance
participants. At night, each stream is a ray of ever changing
light. And all of this is overseen by the colour beaming crowd of
ducks that make this spectacle of the elements what it is: a
sensationally hypnotic centrepiece. But what makes Aquaduck
unique, is clearly its interactive character. Whilst viewers
decide whether the water streams are switched on or off, each
of the rays and ducks can change colour – turning Aquaduck
into a magically morphing work of liquid and light art.

normal program
day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

outdoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

21:00 h

3/3 Aquaduck

01:30 h

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:45 h
18:15 h
21:00 h

3/3 Aquaduck
3/3 Aquaduck
3/3 Aquaduck

01:30 h
01:30 h
01:30 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:45 h
18:15 h

3/3 Aquaduck
3/3 Aquaduck

01:30 h
01:30 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Toc de Fusta
Spanje

www.tocdefusta.com

In 2010, a group of friends from Les Avellanes decided to reinvent our lives and organise ourselves
to do different things in a different way. After talking for hours around a table and some notebooks
full of outlines, we finally got decided to restore Albert’s father old carpenter’s workshop in Les
Avellanes and start carving wood to make the prototype of a huge bird that will lead us, on may 2012,
to the ‘Festival Internacional de las Artes‘ in Costa Rica, where we showed, for the first time, a
collection of 6 large format automatons. The same year, 2012, we also presented ‘Els amics d’en
Crusó’ (Friends of Crusoe), at the Fira Mediterrània de Manresa. This street installation has made us
visit from the little villages of La Noguera to some great Festivlas all around Europe. We will soon be
able to show a new collection as we are working in the new installation and continue filling our
notebooks with good and not so good ideas, which is what we really love to do.
We desire to work and mould wood into automatas of a grand scale. We want to play and instill our
passion for play within the mechanisms that they are made of. Take them to the market squares and
narrow streets and in doing all of the above overcome the brain teasing puzzles of designing our
automatas, whilst designing them for the smallest of hands, without forgetting that we would all like
to relive our childhood through these wonderful games.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Friends of Cruso
3:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau

The street installation, 'Friends of Crusoe' is a combination of
mechanical games, different kinds of puzzles and large-scale
automata. 20 different structures in a space of about 300m2,
thought out for all audiences.

"Friends of Crusoe” offer a joyful experience for all ages, a
space where your mind can run free to discover and experiment
through the brain teasing mechanical puzzles that form the soul
of our automatas. An inclusive, interactive installation that aims
to entretain even those who wander with
their hands in their pockets, inviting eveyone to discover
the functions of each automata. Without need of instructions,
exploration and play are the two vital ingredients which you will
find in every piece of our collection.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:00 h
15:00 h

4/1 Friends of Cruso
4/1 Friends of Cruso

03:00 h
03:00 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:00 h
15:00 h

4/1 Friends of Cruso
4/1 Friends of Cruso

03:00 h
03:00 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:00 h
15:00 h

A/4 Friends of Cruso
A/4 Friends of Cruso

03:00 h
03:00 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:00 h
15:00 h

A/4 Friends of Cruso
A/4 Friends of Cruso

03:00 h
03:00 h

Tombs Creatius
Spanje

www.tombscreatius.com

TOMBS CREATIUS is a company which creates games by Toni Tomàs, craftsman and the project’s
founder. In 2000 he decided to leave the Companyia de Comediants La Baldufa, which he had
founded and where he had worked for 4 years, to begin a new project – TOMBS CREATIUS. So, for
over 10 years TOMBS CREATIUS has devised, designed and hand-made outdoor wooden games for
all ages.
In TOMBS CREATIUS they think of the streets as a place to play as they have always been a place to
socialise and have fun, and they are currently losing this function. That’s why their proposals have
filled so many public squares, streets, school playgrounds and fairs in many places.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

In their trajectory over the years they have met very diverse and different members of the public of
all ages. They have all played and had fun with their games and the members of the group have been
charged with energy in each fair they have participated in. They are a company which makes games,
in constant evolution, incorporating into each new game proposal new mechanisms, new shapes, in
short, in TOMBS CREATIUS they are always thinking of the next game.
El Viatje (The trip)
4:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
This fair stall invites the lonely spectator to make a “sidereal
trip”. A trip which takes the spectator to the limit, until the real
border or… who knows? Maybe the unique border, the one
which separates life from death.
Have a nice trip! Enjoy it.

The Strange Travel of Mr TONET
4:00 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Tombs Creatius met Mr. Tonet by chance and for them it was
such a discovery, so they want to share with you all his
adventures. They have reconstructed some of his stories using
disused objects, like wood, old furniture, and different items
and tools found in the recycling plant. With all those materials
they have built games to discover pieces of Mr. Tonet’s travels.
It deals about vivid stories turned to 10 games. Each game is
inside a box, in each box there is a story, and in each story,
with the robotics help, there is a character, to discover.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:00 h
15:00 h

15/2 El Viatje (The trip)
14/2 The Strange Travel of Mr TONET

04:00 h
04:00 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:00 h
15:00 h

15/2 El Viatje (The trip)
14/2 The Strange Travel of Mr TONET

04:00 h
04:00 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:00 h
15:30 h

N/1 El Viatje (The trip)
P/1 The Strange Travel of Mr TONET

04:00 h
04:00 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:00 h
15:30 h

N/1 El Viatje (The trip)
P/1 The Strange Travel of Mr TONET

04:00 h
04:00 h

TukkersConnexion
Nederland

www.tukkersconnexion.com

In ’96 Roy Tukkers graduated at the High School of Arts in Utrecht as a theatre designer. Initially he
uses in his creativity as a designer for specific stands and exhibitions. But he stayed connected with
theatre with several projects for festivals and theatre groups. In the year 1999 Roy starts
successfully as a solo artist and becomes three times in a row Dutch Champion of Living Statue.
Nowadays he runs, together with Godelieve, the independent theatre group TukkersConnexion. In
their studio they create visual performances and movement theatre. All with a special and
recognisable touch.
TukkersConnexion is well-known at various festivals and events in Holland and abroad.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Jackpot
0:30 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Take a risk and gamble on this one-armed bandit. It has the
looks of a slot machine from the roaring twenties but from the
inside it is full of human ingenuity. Insert a coin, pull the handle
and the machine will start to spin. One by one, three odd
characters will pass by. They will decide if your lucky.
What will it be? Grapes, lemons, cherries or four leave clovers.
Three in a row is JACKPOT! It is permitted to complain about
the results. Jackpot is unpredictable but human, too…

Classic Rally Ride
0:40 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
You can hear it from a distance; the boosting voice of a
reporter, growling engines, the blast of a starting pistol... In a
few moments, the big racers of the early days will pass.
Cheering for the leader, encouraging words for the laggard. The
audience suddenly becomes part of the pit stop where
champagne flows, tires are changed, cars have to be fuelled up
and checked for the next heat. Let’s hit the road again! To the
bitter end, fully focused till the finish line. Inspired by the heroic
pioneers of automotive history and those beautiful cars.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:00 h
16:30 h
18:30 h

13/1 Jackpot
13/1 Jackpot
14/1 Classic Rally Ride

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:40 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:00 h
16:30 h
18:30 h

13/1 Jackpot
13/1 Jackpot
14/1 Classic Rally Ride

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:40 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:00 h
16:30 h

N/1 Jackpot
N/1 Jackpot

00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:00 h
16:30 h

N/1 Jackpot
N/1 Jackpot

00:30 h
00:30 h

UliK Robotik Theater
Duitsland

http://www.rudi-renner.de/ulikrobotik-video/

For over 20 years ULIK has been an artist, creative engineer, mastermind and producer.
His inventions seem to come from a different, a crazy world: a huge gun fires confetti instead of
bullets, as a jetfighter ULIK accelerates up to 60k/h, the Tubamobil - a hybrid of a motorcycle and a
musical instrument - makes weird sounds, sounds as weird as the humor of his inventor,
Extremely charming he pulls the audience into his world, a world in which an enormous dragon snail
is used as a riding horse and lunatic machines are presented out of pure fun for nonsense.
For round about 2 years now he has been fascinating his guest with his Outdoor Show and Walk
Acts not only at theater festivals and street festivals but also at music festivals. Lovers of music are
just as impressed and delighted by him as the audience of minor arts and craftwork on the street.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

An artist with passion!

Pas-de-deux
0:12 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
A rendezvous between men and machine!
In his latest production UliK awakens an industrial robot to
life and makes him an actor of this show.
Within a moment the audience will forget that this is a
programmed machine but experiences the robot as an
incredibly soulful and gentle partner in the game with the two
artists.

Here the central issues are the ambivalent feelings between
man & woman and man & machine - a three-way
relationship that is reflected in sustained poetic images and
impressive artistry.
A rendezvous of a very special kind, in which the audience
experiences the robot no longer as pure machine but as a
"man-machine" with soul

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:00 h

13/1 Pas-de-deux

00:12 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:00 h
17:00 h
18:45 h

13/1 Pas-de-deux
13/1 Pas-de-deux
13/1 Pas-de-deux

00:12 h
00:12 h
00:12 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Ultima Thule
België

www.ultima-thule.be

Ultima Thule brings narrative and puppet theater for young people and adults. Their performances
are underpinned with a solid content and a talk about 'human condition'. They are embedded in a
radical dramaturgy, starting from a personal story. They take implicit political and social positions,
without moralizing. Showing is the message.
The actors operate the puppets, recycled materials, projection, music and tell what there is to tell.
Their way of working is characterized by a traditional and multi-disciplinary approach.
This choice in itself is subversive because it runs counter to the bite-sized chunks that are served by
the entertainment industry and a variety of media. Thus, they also immediately indicate their
involvement in what is happening in the world. Ultima Thule works with a team of frequently
recurring actors as there are Sven Ronsijn Els Trio, Dominique Collet, Erik Bassier, Lore
Dejonckheere ...
With "Dance Me" they bring a giant to take part ... the bystanders must work together to get started
to let him live, breathe, stand, jump, float and dance ... dance ... especially all together.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Dans me
0:40 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
I'M NOT.
DON’T EXIST YET.
I AM BLOCKS ON A HEAP.
ROPES. IN A TIGHT CONNECTION.
THIS IS NOT LIFE!
HELP ME!
FIRST MY HEAD. THEN ONE ARM.
MY BODY. THE OTHER ARM

MEANWHILE ALSO A LEG.
AND ANOTHER ONE.
HOP.
I STAND
I EXIST.
BASTA!
NOW I WANT TO DANCE.
WITH YOU.
TO CELEBRATE THAT I AM.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

14:30 h
15:45 h
17:45 h

12/1 Dans me
12/1 Dans me
12/1 Dans me

00:40 h
00:40 h
00:40 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

14:30 h
15:45 h
17:45 h

12/1 Dans me
12/1 Dans me
12/1 Dans me

00:40 h
00:40 h
00:40 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

UpArte
Spanje

www.ciauparte.es

Up Arte was born in Murcia, during the summer of 2012, under the roof of La Chimenea Escénica and
by Vitaliy Motuzka's hand.
Vitaliy is a Russian acrobat that actually resides there, taking the responsibility for the technical
training for each component and passing on them his passion for acrobatics and circus arts...
Each member of the company brought their own different curiosities. Some of them had previous
experiences related to acrobatics and circus, others just found the appropriate moment and place.
"La troupe" has been formed step by step, and more components were included during this year
until arriving at the complete formation, four porter and two flyer.
The company was formed in 2013. They mainly work in the banquine and hand to hand technique,
creating a short duration spectacle.
In 2015, the company consolidated and they started the creation of a longer show: Todo Encaja.
"Sometimes, you only aspire to what you already know". But for most of the components, Todo
Encaja was somthing new... It caught all of them.

nieuw talent / new
talent / talent
nouveau

Todo Encaja
0:40 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Six bodies on the stage go up and down, dance, but above
everything they jump! A combination of power, technique,
flexibility and interaction with stage props.
UpArte shows a bright performance that keeps the high level of
the acrobatic technique, but this time the artists let you see
their human side with some touchs of humour and a scene
component.
Todo Encaja will move their boxes and the spectator, with the
happiness of their music and the deepest emotions.

This is a fresh and visual work, where the six components make
the spectator feel the deepest emotions with banquine jumps,
flights and human towers, showing the funniest and more
personal side of the acrobatics, proof of improvement and
confidence of the artists, full of enthusiasm during all the show.
Everything in a simple space that will just make the public enjoy
the show.
Get ready to hold your breath with Todo Encaja.

normal program
day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

outdoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

21:30 h

7/1 Todo Encaja

00:40 h

Saturday

08/04/2017

16:30 h
21:30 h

7/1 Todo Encaja
7/1 Todo Encaja

00:40 h
00:40 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

16:30 h

7/1 Todo Encaja

00:40 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

07/04/2017

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

21:30 h

H/1 Todo Encaja

00:40 h

Saturday

08/04/2017

16:45 h
21:30 h

H/1 Todo Encaja
H/1 Todo Encaja

00:40 h
00:40 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

16:45 h

H/1 Todo Encaja

00:40 h

Walkwoman
Frankrijk

www.walkwoman.fr

www.michaelameschke@gmail.com

After several stage productions of contemporary dance, the french swedish choreographer Michaela
Meschke decided to transform the city into a stage, and more, make it a meeting spot where
movement is used as a way to communicate. It is not only about the dance and the dancers but
about being fellow citizens, being able to share a moment of joy and invite a stranger to dance.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Walkwoman started dancing in the streets in 2012. Since then the group has been dancing in over 50
places, inviting people of all nationalities to dance in Amsterdam, Amersfoort, Brussels, Paris,
Ramallah and soon Stockholm and the Stockholm Fringe Festival.

Walkwoman
0:20 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Walkwoman perform for passers-by. The challenge is to get
them to join in. Body energy communicates the pleasure of
dancing, and when people stop to look the performers offer
them headphones to hear the music. An intimacy is created,
within the distance of the length of the headphone lead. The
audience is becoming part of the performance and sometimes
taking over it! The perception of hectic city life has been
altered, routine has been broken.

The street becomes a poetical silent dancefloor, communicating
the pleasure of dancing.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

15:45 h
18:30 h

13/1 Walkwoman
13/1 Walkwoman

00:20 h
00:20 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

15:45 h
18:30 h

13/1 Walkwoman
13/1 Walkwoman

00:20 h
00:20 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

18:30 h

L/3 Walkwoman

00:20 h

18:30 h

L/3 Walkwoman

00:20 h

09/04/2017

Wolkenruiters
Nederland

www.wolkenruiters.nl

Tails is a production from Wolkenruiters (Angela Dirven). She is well-known for her acrobatic work
with Oddlings.. With Tails she is getting on the path of physical theatre.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Tails
0:45 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
2 meerkats escaped from the Zoo, looking for a new clan. Nosy,
playful and heart-warming.
This pair of meerkats is not used to the world of humans yet.
Curious and fascinated they are to understand their new home.
As meerkats do, they stand and watch carefully, before they
approach you. Be patient and get in touch with these beautiful
creatures. But keep in mind…they are predators!

A walk act for festivals and events.
We play sets from 30 or 45 minutes in between the audience.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

14:30 h
16:45 h
19:15 h

14/1 Tails
14/1 Tails
13/1 Tails

00:45 h
00:45 h
00:45 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

14:30 h
16:45 h
19:15 h

14/1 Tails
14/1 Tails
13/1 Tails

00:45 h
00:45 h
00:45 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

14:30 h
16:45 h
19:15 h

L/2 Tails
L/2 Tails
L/2 Tails

00:45 h
00:45 h
00:45 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

14:30 h
16:45 h
19:15 h

L/2 Tails
L/2 Tails
L/2 Tails

00:45 h
00:45 h
00:45 h

Zazzu
België

www.zazzu.be

Zazzu creates audiovisual installations with their own unique story, told without any spoken word.
We believe that theater can evolve and remain vivid by performing them in these alternative ways.
Recent years, Zazzu has mainly focused on innovative cross-media projects mixed with traditional
techniques.
Our big goal is always to bring ideas that can evoke emotion. Always seeking for highly artistic and
technical possibilities, from intimate private parties to big festivals, indoors and outdoors.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Zya
2:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
A heavenly, mythical place with exotic flowers, butterflies, clear
water, birdsong and an eternal summer. An idyllic vision that
serves as a contrast to the busy city and as a refuge by time
and mortality.
Time seems to stand still or at least slower to expiry. There is
being told that three hundred years had elapsed when a visitor
returned to the mortal world …

normal program
day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

outdoor
hour

pitch

21:30 h

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

duration

4/1 Zya

rain program
day

performance / show

02:00 h

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Zirkus Morsa
Frankrijk

www.zirkusmorsa.de

ZIRKUS MORSA emerged in 2013 when Rosa and Moritz started their professional studies at the
Centre Régionaldes Arts du Cirque in Chambéry, France.
The aim of the company is to question our way of living in this disproportionate world. Zirkus Morsa
wants to explore our possibilities within our limits and push them!

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

La fin demain
0:40 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
How to survive in a world that seems to tip over at any
moment?
Equipped with a wooden board and a cardboard tube, two
persons, castaways, stranded on the beach of their imagination
meet each other, get to know each other, get to trust each other.
Together they loose and find balance, using simple, seemingly
worthless objects: a board, a tube, a rope, driftwood. Exploring
their limits they quest for a common equilibrium.

„La fin demain" is a creative piece of optimism in these strange
times. A call for complicity and simplicity.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

hour

pitch

Saturday

08/04/2017

16:15 h
18:45 h

3/1 La fin demain
3/1 La fin demain

00:40 h
00:40 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

16:15 h
18:45 h

3/1 La fin demain
3/1 La fin demain

00:40 h
00:40 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

16:15 h
18:45 h

A/2 La fin demain
A/2 La fin demain

00:40 h
00:40 h

Sunday

09/04/2017

16:15 h

A/2 La fin demain

00:40 h

Vrije plaats

normal program
day
Friday

date
07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

outdoor
hour

pitch

hour

pitch

rain program
day

date

Friday

07/04/2017

Saturday

08/04/2017

Sunday

09/04/2017

performance / show

duration

indoor
performance / show

duration

